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When the Tuleans began to pour into Miniaoka, some lack of 

housing was antic ipated. This was especially true of apartments 

for couples and for families of three, since only a few of these 

were available. These were allotted equally to each incoming 

group, according to one report, and the rest of the couples and 

families of three had to be put into recreation halls. Priorities 

were given to those who came on xUliraan sleepers, it is said, 

and no consideration was otherwise given for age or illness, 

one sick person is said to be occupying a recreation hail even 

now because she ©uld not come on a sleeper. Old couples near 

their 70* s were assigned to recreation halls (Yoshimura*s). 

In all , it has been calculated that about 50 families were put 

into recreation halls, including the following: #2, #12, #29, 

#37. While the use of recreation halls was cmsidered only temp-

orary, people who came on the 25th, in the first group, are 

still in recreation halls, waiting for apartments of suitable 

size to be opened up. The arrangement within the recreation 

hall has made it difficult to get very much privacy. In R. H. 

#12, movable screens have been used to provide partitions, but 

they have not been sufficient to close all three sides, even 

with the help of Army blankets hung between screens. In H. H. 

#37, conditions were slightly better. The night before the 

last group came in» partitions were put up hurriedly. But these 

consisted only of plaster boards put up horizontally on 2x4 

posts, leaving jrjcmost of the top and about 2 feet of the bot-

tom open. 8 x 14 spaces were created for couples or families 
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of three, which left sufficient room only lor coats and a small 

space for baggage. Conversation could be heard not only from 

the next cubicle, but from half way down the h a l l . Privacy was 

impossible since only a blanket was hung in the doorway, and 

someone was likely to poke in their head at any moaent through 

the doorway or over the top of the partition. 

VJhen the group came from Tuie Lake on the 30th and were as-

signed to recreation hall #37 , the block manager did not od me 

out either to tell the people that they were sorry that they had 

to be put in such a place. Some of the people who were put in 

recreation halls moaned that they were mistaken for pigs . One 

said that he had heard that people from the north were supposed 

to be kind, but he found them worse than people in Tule Lake. 

Some of the women folks in H. H. #37 began to cry, and others 

joined in . The situation was especially trying for young girls 

in their late 'teens and early 2C1 s who demanded privacy. Be-

fore partitions were put up, one girl is said to have refused 

to undress and go to sleep because of the men ® ming in and out. 

Another story that is told is that a family had to move from 

Block 42 into R. H. #37 . He asked bleck people for the use of 

a wheelbarrow, but it was refused him even though there was a 

wheelbarrow in the block. One lady (Mrs. Kurose) complained 

that at night it was necessary to walk through the hall as quiet-

ly as possible and that it was like living in a toilet because 

the lady next door used her chamber pot. 

R. K. residents naturally complained a great deal of their 

treatment on the part of the administration and the block people. 

The answer of the block people was that the new-comers com-
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plained too much. This attitude was well-expressed "by a member 

oi' the Housing Adjustment Board who said; "The recreation 

halls now are a lot "better than when we came. At that time, 

there was no plaster "boards on the side and on the ceiling. 

We had to stay in a recreation hall for 40 days or so. We didn't 

have regular toilets "but only outside out-houses. When you com-

pare conditions then and now, the people in the recreation halls 

should "bear i t . " 

The same sort of attitude was "brought out in the welcome din-

ner held in Dining Hall #37 on October 1. The person making 

the welcoming speech is reported to have said: "ftew-comers 

cose in and start complaining from the very beginning, which is 

not a good thing." The reply to this by a person who came in 

the first trip and was still in a recreation hall was: "Jhe 

people here are cold in their reception. They did not even 

come to welccme us or extend their sympathy. We men can stand 

it , but not the women-folks." Even some from Tule Lake and in 

apartmaits in the same block is said to have declared: "People 

shouldn't complain so much about their condition. After all , 

it can't be helped". 

Go far, the administration has adopted a single stand. It 

has asked those in recreation halls to double up into larger 

apartisents until small rooms open up through relocation and 

outside seasonal work. They say that their stay in such apart-

ments will be only temporary, anyway. They have offered to 

put groups of 4 in apartments for 5, and groups of 5 in apart-

ments for 7. They feel that a blanket can be stretched 
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across the room to provide partitions. Also* the administra-

tion says that those who cooperate with the administration and 

double up into the larger rooms will he given first preference 

when smaller rooms become available. Those who stay behind and 

insist on not doubling up will not be given much consideration. 

This stand of the administration has been voiced by members of 

the housing Adjustment Board. The Japanese working in the Hous-

ing Division do not feel to have much of a desire to do more 

for those stranded in recreation halls than what the administr-

ation offers to do. Evidently a small crew is working at par-

tioning larger apartments into smaller ones, but so far the 

aoministration has made no effort to speed up this process. 

At this point, it should be pointed out that the policy of 

a great majority of the Minidokans has been to comply with the 

administration and not to complain too much about their treat-

ment. In the past, efforts to organize the people against the 

administration has been squelched not only by the administration, 

but by present evacuee leaders and by a large number of the 

population. A vote was taken recently to see whether self-

government was wanted by the people, and it was turned down by 

a 2 /3 majority vote, according to one report. Whatever the 

cause, the general policy here in Minidoka seems to be one of 

cooperation and non-protest. In Tule Lake, on the other hand, 

it was customary to protest any point which was considered an 

injustice or non-fulfiJtoënt of a promise. The farm strike was 

a protest against poor food, the mess hall strike a protest 

against Pilcher, and the registration issue was also based on 
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protest. Consequently, the attitude of the people in Tula Lake 

and Minidoka towards the administration have been, on the whole, 

different. This difference in attitude was now crystallizing 

in the housing conflict. 

The response of the recreation hall residents was one of in-

dignation. They storaed the Housing Division and poured forth 

their complaints, but the only reception they received was that 

there was nothing that could be done about the situation unless 

the residents cared to double up into apartments. This, most 

of the people, refused to do. One reason for this was the fear 

on their part that if they doubled up temporarily they would be 

forced to stay that way for a long time. From past experiences, 

they could not veiy well trust the words of WRA officials that 

the arrangement was only temporary. Another reason was the fear 

that those who remained behind in a recreation hall would be 

given first consideration in moving into smaller rooms when they 

were vacated. Also, there weren't too many advantages in moving 

into an apartment with another family because the apartments 

were rather small, and it would still be difficult to gain pri-

vacy. The attitude of the residents of the recreation hails dif-

fered, however. Some, like Kurose, were for cooperating. Others 

wavered in their decision. On September 30, no organization had 

been effected, but by October 1 , it was possible to call a meet-

ing of recreation hall residents. To this meeting, were invited 

ail Tuleans, some of whom promis 3d this little group sup] ort. 

The leader of the meeting was Kintaro Takeda, who had been asked 

informally by some persons to try to help the Tuleans get bett^ 
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housing» Takeda*s first step was to go to the Housing Division 

to ask for a jot. He was put on as replacement for a man on the 

Housing Adjustment Board, The first thing he requested was an 

investigation of all empty rooms. It had been found that some 

rooms which were supposed to be occupied were not because the 

family did not cane in. At the meeting, the people were asked 

#io were willing to move in with another family and who were wil-

ling to stay in the recreation hall until a solution was reached 

for the whole group. Most of those who attended the meeting were 

in favor of the latter, and oniy a bare handful were ready to 

move in together. Mr. Takeda asked the recreation hall residents 

net to go to the Housing Division to make personal complaints. 

It was decided that a meeting would be held on Monday evening 

to discuss this matter further. 

An organization of dissatisfied persons had been effected and 

the first step towards lodging a protest had been accomplished. 

The fight was as much against the Housing Adjustment Beard as 

it was against the administration, since the people on the Hous-

ing Adjustment Board merely carried out the wish ol the admin-

istration. K . Takeda had put himself in a peculiar position 

by being on the Housing Board, sire e the stand of the Board and 

the recreation hall residents were exactly opposite. 

The resistance, also, was likely to break down at several 

points. For one thing, some families in recreation halls, had 

good reasons for moving out—with relatives, friends. One 

such family moved out of E. K. #12 last night. Another was 

the fact that some people thought that they could gain some 
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advantage by going ahead ana getting their choice of rooms. J3 

had this in mind when he advised the Kuroee's to have a partner 

in mina to move with. Another reason was the feeling that some 

advantage could be gained by cooperating with the administration. 

Br. Kuki, for instance, felt that he could get a larger room by-

negotiating at the present time. In fact, he managed to get a 

room for 7 for 4 persons, although he delayed his decision of 

actually moving in. Kis argument was that if it was necessary 

to kick, it was better to kick after everyone moved into an apart-

ment. 

2 . Kintaro Takeda 

I went to see Mr. Abbott just before noon, and found that he 

was out making the rounds of the block managers in order to find 

out exactly how many rooms were vacant. Mr, Takeda was having 

his job explained to him by the person he was replacing. The 

were 

man pointed out that there / rules about how housing was to be 

assigned ana that it was important that those rules be followed. 

Also, Mr. Takeda was to be in charge of certain section of the 

city. This man was tne one that saiu that the people in the 

recreation hells should not complain so much because it was much 

better than when they came. Takeda sues asked whether he should 

come back this afternoon so.® e it was Saturday, and they told 

him that they would clooe the office because they did not have 

a day off for a long time. Just before he went home, several on 

the Adjustment Board kept telling him that he should explain to 

the people that it was best for them to double up and go into 
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large rooms rather than wait for smaller rooms to open up. 

On the way home, I talked to Takeda rather intimately. Whiie 

in front of the others, he kept saying that he would do what he 

could. He mentioned that a couple of fellows had already come 

in to pair up into a room. But when we were together, we agreed 

on our general view of the people in Minidoka. In the f irst place, 

he did not l ike the people on the Adjustment Board because they 

did not do much adjusting. He pointed out that there were 2 fam-

i l i e s in one room and no efforts made to put in a partition un-

til Takeda himself mentioned the matter to Ab&ibti. Afc&<btt agreed 

to send someone down right away to put up a partition, and wanted 

a Jax>anese to go along to tell the occupants that they should 

clear their belongings in order to make it possible to put in the 

partition . Mr. Yamashita was asked to go along, but he refused 

to do so until Takeda pointed out that unless he went the people 

in the room wouldn* t know what it was all about. 

Abbott agreed also to check up on all vacant apartments within 

the project. This morning he started out on this . Takeda asked 

whether he should go along. He wanted to have at least one of 

the Japaneae go along, but they saii that this was the way it was 

usually done, and let Abbott go without a Japanese. Takeda thought 

that this was rather a strange thing to do. 

Both Takeda and I agreed that the people in Minidoka lacked the 

spirit to protest against the Caucasians. Takeda thought that i t 

would be a good idea to have an organization of all Tuleans. 
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I met Dr. Kuki this morning coming Sack from the Housing Divi-

sion. Ke said that ho was thinking of moving into a large room 

with the Ueda couple. I asked him whether he was able to get a 

large room, and he said that since he was cooperating with the 

administration they gave him a large room after he put up quite a 

fuss. In other words, by regulation he is supposed to get a room 

for 5, but he was able to get a room for 7. I asked him whether 

he was sure that they were going to put in partitions for him, 

ma he saio. that they had promised this. I asked him if h». had 

gotten a written promise, and he »aid that a written promise was 

unnecessary here. I said that he probably would not get his par-

tition once he was put into a large room. I called him an op-

portunist, which he probably did not like. Bethought that I had 

no right to talk because I was in an apartment already. I ©uld 

not help feeling that he was sabotaging the group effort to bar-

gain for partitions and I told him that it would be best for him 

to keep quiet about what he had done. I went to see him later 

in the afternoon, and he seut his daughter and the Ueda coupl© to 

see the room they had been promised in Block 2. He told me that 

he wouldn't forgive me if I wrote about him and reported him. 

t* Bones on labl^ 

This story was heard from Mrs. I . Kurose (5-3-A). A man who 

had come from Tule Lake and lived in Block 1 had told her the 

story. The morning he M't Tule Lake, he went to the mess hall 

and found bones and a hashy looking pot of food on the table 

where he usually ate. Ee asked the ccok what it was all about, 

and he was told: "That's good enough for dogs (inu) like you. " 
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He asked for "bread, but he was again told that the food on the 

table was sufficient for inus. Finally, he left Tula Lake without 

eating bre¿tfefast and only having cd ffee, and consequently was 

hungry all morning. 

While it is difficult to say whether this story is true, it is 

possible t h ^ just such an incident occurred in Block 6 when the 

tfiief a) ok was picked up for drunkenness, 

é * Lee Tanaka 

Lee is 22, a typical rowdy from Greshcan, Oregon, iividently, he 

has no parents. In Tule Lake, he worked as a madisnie in the 

garage. He has many mechanic tools of his own, but he also 

brought some that didn't rightly belong to him. However, he also 

lost some that he let other people use at the garage. /»ben his 

baggage was inspected, the M. P. was in a rush and aidn*t bother 

to open his box, and he thus escapad inspection. He is now think-

ing of going out to work in Caldwell as a mechanic. He has been 

in Minidoka before and said: "These Minidoka people like to be 

in good with the Kakujins." On this score, his attitude is typ-

ically Tuiean. As soon as he arrived, he v/anted to go out "to 

have tóooicí lun'S but had to wait till his baggage came. He imme-

diately put on his jean jacket and his -dirty cords and leather 

boots, the unifona of the Tule Lake rowdies. " I 'm úot proud," 

he said, "This is camp, after a l l . " He seemed to scorn people 

who dressed up. He went to a stag dance on the second night he 

was here, and began to think about a date for the third. 
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The attitude of -Cubans here is naturally to get together. 

But, more'than that, there's a desire to identify themseire® as 

lule&ns, in i n i n s t a n c e s , This sterns to "be especially true of 

tho se who were mistreated by "being put into recreation halls 

kattie Kurose and Tofchiko Kuki, for instance, mentioned that the 

orange here wasn1t as good as California oranges. I looked at 

them ana Hattie expla ij&ds Mtie want to brag about Tule Lake be-

cause they are treating us mean," .tumiko Yabe and laatsuda both 

said on reflection that they liked Minidoka, But the general 

tendency is to criticize , nevertheless. The Ad secixon, for in-

stance, is very shabby-looking, and Tule an8 like to point this 

out. Some say that the food here is better than in Tule Lake--

others deny it . The quietness of the place is pointed out as 

being "very dead". Somehow one be®raes self-conscious in a new 

place, and gets the desire to go out and raise a little trouble. 

6 . Tulean Iss a*Talk 

This afternoon, after lunch, Matsuda and I sat in the shade 

of the laundry room. Mr. Yabe and another neighbor from Tule Lake 

Ocu,me ana sat with us. We commented on the Minidoka people a 

great deal and what I heard reveals the kind of talk going on 

among Isseis . They seem to find it easier to get together among 

themselves than I cto among the young people here. The kind of 

talk is different anyway, since all the young people usually 

care to talk about is social matters, whereas the Isseis touch 

more upon political matters. 

The center of the discussion was the fact that we all agreed 

that the people here in Minidoka were quiet. Thi® man thought 
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that the people here lived a l i fe of hope, whereas the people in 

Tule Lake were more desperate in character. They didn' t trust 

the Administration at all and turned everything down. He thought 

that it was all right, for instance, to go out to do seasonal 

work. He was just as much Japanese as those that remained behind 

in Tule Lake. Important people from Japan came and told the 

people in America that they should fight for America when a war 

"broke out "between America and Japan. As immigrants they should 

remain here in Ame rica. 

Having onoe defended himself against the ya ople he left behind 

in Tule Lake, however, he was ready to join the rest of us in 

criticizing the people in Minidoka. They were q u i y e s , ana they 

seemed to take everything lying down. There was no antenna to 

be seen anywhere. Maybe they didn't have the lumber to make an-

tennas. Matsuda eaplaired that the people didn't want to be sus-

pected of listening to short-wave sets by havi ng an antenna up. 

There were a few people who listened to broadcasts from Japan, 

but they did not dare tell anyone else about it. There was what 

they called an inu in ^ ^ u ^ ^ ^ e ' f o r each 50 people^ who reported 

arything suspicious to the Administration. There was so much 

infoiming going on that the administration demanded proofs of any 

reporting. The police force got busy on arjy reports and tried 

to get evidences to take before the Caucasians. Talk about the 

war and about having a strike, consequently, was taboo. The 

people, for instance, did not demand fire-wood. Of course, some 

of the old-timers had their own wood stored away under the house. 

They didn't get unemployment compensation, which people got in 
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Tule Lake. Mr. Yabe thought that the people were willing to 

be satisfied with what the administration furnished them because 

their sons were able to go out for seasonal work and earn some 

mon<y. JS pointed out the fact that the people from the north 

were never used to running big businesses or living luxuriously. 

t 
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The other evening, Matsuda and I talked to Lee, and got some-

thing of his background. Although I calfcd him a typical "rowdy", 

his baclqground is much more complex than that. I assumed that 

he was a Nisei , but he came from Hawaii some time ago and also 

has been in Japan. His father died and he was living with his 

mother in Japan from 1937 to 1940. While in Japan, he worked ae 

a welder in a company, and was thinking of going to Shanghai 

to get a job. His mother opposed this on the grounds that he 

would beaane "bad" . Consequently, he decided to c ome back to 

America. Here in America, he took up all sorts of jobs in many 

different places. In Gresham, Oregon, he associated mostly with 

Caucasians and worked for the Takashima*s (Tony and Mabel) for a 

short while. He worked in a laundry in Oakland, and has traveled 

quite a b it , but not as far down as Los Arg eles. He 3e arned 

chick«*-sexing in Japan and practiced it for a short while here. 

He was given a poor route, however, from which he could only 

break even, and gave it up, leaving the association a difficult 

route to f i l l . In Tule Lake, he worked in the garage as a mech-

anic and welder. 

Lee has associated with Hawaiians and Nisei rowdies, but he 

prefers the Niseis , on the whole. Although he is a Kibei him-

self in a way, he finds that he cannot get along with them so 

well. For instance, when he went out to work 3a st year on sea-
sonal work, there were 2 or 3 Kibeis with a group or Niseis. 

The N i s e i s played pranks such as bringing home other people's 

clothes when they went to take a shower. They would sometimes 

play the prank on Kibeis anu they * ould "take i t " , but somehow 
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such pranks alan* t work out so well on them. He feels a definite 

gulf between himself and Kibeis. 

Since Lee has been in Japan and knows the conditions under 

which he had been working over there, his views on the Niseis' 

occupational future in the Orient seems to be rather sound. He 

feels that most Kiseis will find it very difficult to live in 

Japan proper, but that there are opportunities for them on the 

Asiatic mainland- But he feels that it is necessary to have 

some sort of sé^Voiing- or education in oraer to get those oppor-

tunities. Ke is not quite sure whether he ' l l return to Japan or 

not, but he wants to go out now ana get some training so that in 

case he decides to go back, he ' l l have southing to fail back on. 

I f he can find a good job over here, he'd prefer to live in this 

country, 

while Lee can be caite d a typical "rowdy", he does not assoc-

iate with the worst group. The other night, he lost 14 or so 

playing poker. The boys had asked him to go out to seasonal 

work with them, and he refused. His reason for turning down the 

offer was that he thought that they were too "fast" for him. He 

goes to aances as stag ana is on the look-out for dates, too, 

which probably is a socialising influence. 

2. Recreation Hall Residents 

By virtue of the fact that they have been put into recreation 

halls, these unlucky Tuleans have formed attitudes different 

from those who were able to get apartments. For one thing, they 

«re indignant and resentful of people who were here from the be-

ginning. some of the women cried at first, but they have gotte* 
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over it now. 2 of the 10 familes in R. H# ¿37 planned to move in 

with another family. The Takehara*s had made all arrangements to 

move anci the other party moved into tfe© room first. After tie 

meeting was held, the Takehara* s decided not to mcve in with the 

other family. In order to avoid "being moved they stayed out and 

some Caucas lana came 2 times to get their "baggages. On Sunday, 

some J^anese "boys came, and Mrs. Takehara promptly told them that 

they were not going to move. Tte re is a definite feeling that any-

one who move*, is a traitor. 

The attminititration seems to have become rather concerned for 

the welfare of those in recreation halls. Bandoz ana others are 

said to have ©me several times last week and distributed extra 

blankets to anyone who needed them. The aoministration also seems 

to be ea«er to get arjyone to move into an apartment if they will . 

Mr. K. S&kaguehi (M-70) with 2 small boys, 8 and 3, went to the 

Housing Division and c emplane d that he was too old and his child-

ren too small to stay in a recreation hall. He was given a room 

immediately for 4 or f>. When Br. Kuki went and bargained for a 

large room for 4 persons, they were willing to let him have it . 

Since very few of the recreation hall residents are going to the 

Housing office to complain, they probably feel rather helpless 

about doing ary thing. 

In the meantime, tragedies and comjáedies occur in the recreation 

hall . One lady, a devout Christian, was «eked why bhe didn't 

attend church, and te r retort was that she couldn't think of going 

to church as long as she was put in solace like she was. One 

lady complains that the old women in the next cubicle uses her 

chamber pot and i t ' s just like living in a toilet. An engaged 
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couple are seen kissing by a man peering over the top of the 

partition from the next cubicle. One girl is called a gossi- p, 

and it does not take long for what she says and what others say 

about her to get around in the small hall . One lady was pifeing 

shells by the canal, and asked what »he was doing said; " I 'm 

mad because they put me in a recreation hall . I'm going to make 

something from these shells and show the Minidoka jeople a thing 

or two* 

3. yeminicLoka Ways 

Girls f ran Tule Lake who are clothes conscious find that they 

are out-classed by Minidoka girls . Says Kattie Kurose: "Tto 

girls go out to work and make some money. Then they go to Twin 

Falls and try to outdo each other in the dress they wear. Some 

girls ¿o to work in the office with high heels and rayon stock-

ings. They come home and don« t even change into something com-

fortable and go to the mess hall the same way. 2ven the Haku-

jins ohange when the come home from work." 

The story is also told about a girl from Tule Lake who dressed 

up to go to church on the first Sunday she was here. Her TuJaan 

friends saw her and accused her: "Oh, you traitor, you." The 

girl1 s defense was: " I didn't mean to. But all the other girls 

dress up to go to church." 

Comments one Tulean fellow: "The girls around here sure dress 

up and put on a lot of makeup. I t ' s comfortable to wear jeans, 

but if you do, you«11 be spotted as a Tulean right away." 

Isseis also comment that the Minidoka people use a politer form 

form of Japanese than do the people from Tule Lake. The form-

er use "gozaimasu" which is rarely heard in Tule Lake. 
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The second meeting of Tuleans to discuss primarily the housing 

situation was held in Block 29 last night. The meeting was pri-

marily for those who lived in recreation halls, hut those who 

already had apartments were invited to attend also to lend moral 

support* There was also a desire cn the part of the leadership 

to organize the Tuleans to meet future problems, and for this pur-

pose it would have been necessary to get as many Tuleans together 

aa possible. The meeting was called for 7s30, and people began 

to gather together about that time. The mess hall could not be 

used because it was already being used to play cards, and con-

sequently an empty section of the recreation hall was used. Close 

to 50 persons filed into the recreation hall about a quarter to 8 

and sat on cots and mattresses. Later, stragglers came in, in-

creasing the group slightly. The group represented probably 50-

100 families of Tuleans. 

There was a definite fear that the administration might send 

an inu to the meeting. Before the group went in, people looked 

about to make sure that everyone who went in was a Tuleai. 2 

persons standing a little distance away on the road were sus-

pected of not being from Tule Lake, but someone said one of them 

was. Mr. Takeda said: " I t ' s all right, we aren't going to dis-

cuss anything bad." Another man said, as the group was filing 

in: "We've got to show these guys in Minidoka because they're 

okintama (bootlickers)" . 

The group was maae up primarily of Isseis, most of them not so 

well dressed. There were several Nisei boys and a girl or two. 

Cn the whole, they were dressed very informally, and gave the 
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appearance of a group of farmers. 

The meeting was opened by Mr. Kintaro Takeda, since no other 

chairman had been chosen for the evening. He first gave a report 

of the findings that he had made in the Housing Division. He said 

that he was in the*» primarily to find out how things were being 

run ana to search the attitudes of the administration. His find-

ings were as follows (exact figures will be gotten from Mr. Takeda)j 

1 . There were 40 apartments, mostly of 5 and 7 person capacity, 

vacant to date. There were 2 smaller apartments vacant, but these 

were to be reserved for sick and old people. 

2 . There were ?7 families living in recreation halls. There 

were originally 11 families in Recreation Hall #37, but at present 

there were 10 there, but still holding the largest number of 

families of all the recreation halls . 

3 . 2»o exact figure for the number of families that had already 

doubled up could be given, but a survey was being made and a re-

port would be available the following day. 

4. Mr. Takeda read the housing rules which were set up prior to 

the influx of Tuleans in order to accommodate the incoming people. 

The rule stated that if small rooms were not available for families 

of two and three persons, they were either to double up into lar-

ger rooms or be jut into recreation halls. 

5. When asked why those living in recreation halls could not 

be put into larger rooms, the answer of the Housing Adjustment 

Board was that Minidoka people were asked to move from large rooms 

into smaller ones if their <h ildr^n were out working in order 

to make room for Tuleans. It would be unfair to thejn if the 
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letter were put into large rooms. 

The floor was then opened for discussion. The reaction to the 

announcement that there were more empty rooms than families in 

recreation halls was immediate. SeveraL individuals got up and 

expressed their sentiment. Their thoughts ran somewhat as follows: 

"Why, that* & foolish. If there are enough rooms available for 

everyone they ought to let each family in the recreation hall move 

into one, whether the rooms are for 5 or for 7, There's no sense 

in doubling up when there are enough rooms for everyone." 

Behind this feeling approved by the majority of those present 

seemed to lie the hope that if ail went well, families of two and 

threes would «nd up with a larger apartment than they actually 

were entitled to. 

Mr. Takeda agreed to convey this opinion of the majority of the 

people present to the administration. He explained"the objection 

raised by other members of the Housing Adjustment Board to this 

idea. Before the Tule Lake people came in, families which had 

dwinuied through relocation we^e forced to move into smaller apart-

ments. I f people from Tule Lake were now put in larger apartments, 

these people were bound to © mplain to the Housing Board. In 

reply to this, one man got up and said: "We are all Japanese. I 

don't think that the Japanese on the Housing Board would be against 

our occupying larger rooms at this time." 

Another opinion that was expressed was that small rooms should 

be opened up by these people who are likely to complain. Several 

persons answered to this that those people who were forced to 

move once wouldn't wnat to move once more. Mr. Takeda said that 

he would see what could be done. This opinion was expressed 
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by a i-erson who seemed rather sensible and with a sense of fair-

ness. 

Another person wanted to know what was going to happen to those 

who had already doubled up or were given rooms already. One ÏTisei 

fellow got up and said that he was put in a 8 x 20 room {was pro-

bably 10 x 20) with his wife and baby, and there was hardly room 

to move around in. I f their freight came, he did not see where it 

could be stored. Everyone thought that for those who aireac^had 

rooms, adjustment eouid be made later. The same was true of those 

who had doubled up and were having trouble. Very l ittle , however, 

was said in sympathy of the latter, since they had gone ahead and 

doubledup on their own. No one expressed it but the feeling 

seene d to be that those in the recreation halls should be taken 

care of f irst . 

There was also a complaint that the rooms were too small and 

that if the freight came there would be no room for it. One man 

expls* ire d that the Housing Adjustment Bo* rd had told him that they 

coula not be responsible for the amount, of freight that peopte 

from Tule Lake had brought. Someone thought that the administra-

tion should either give them bigger rooms or make room in the 

warehouse for excess baggage, but this sentiment wa£ over-ruled 

by the more reasonable one that the WRA could not be held res-

ponsible for the excessive amount of freight that the people 

brought. 

Still others merely kept repeating that they did not want to 

double up into a room. 

Just as most of the people had agreed that they should demand 

a room for each family and Mr. Takeda had agreed to take this up 

with the Housing Division, Mr. Urashi got up and brought in p 
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conflicting <8y=e-view. He spoke quite eloquently and at come 

length, but wasn't very olear in his arguments. Judging from 

what he said, Urashi seems to a stubborn and not^too highjtly in-

telligent man. In opposition to the desire of the group to have 

those in recreation halls assigned to whatever apartments avail-

able, he maintained: 

" I don* t think that there is ai$r need to ask for large apart-

ments. When we came from Tule Lake, it was on the understanding 

that apartments would be made available to us. The responsibility 

for assigning apartments belongs to the WHA» ana they shoula be 

allowed to hr.ndl 

e it. We have a right to sr apartment of our own, 

and all we have to do is to press forward that claim. All we need 

to do is to stand by our rights. At the last meeting, I asked 

whether you people were willing to ppt up a fight till the end 

ana you said that you would. X think that we should wait till we 

are all given rooms which we can call our own." 

Mr. Urashi seemed not to like the idea that the people were too 

eager to grab at the opportunity to go into large apartments and 

perhaps be allowed to stay in them. He also said: 

" I went to the Placement Office ana was asked to work in the 

Housing Division because they didn't want to give the impression 

that they were being unfair to the people from Tule Lake. I 

accepted the job (as investigator). But I toU them that if I 

find anyone splaying favoritism, I'm ing to report them. I 

want things to be run fairly for everyone. I don't want to see 

anyone getting a room because they know a member of the board." 

One or two men agreed with Mr. Urashi, but the rest of them 

aid not fall in line. There was an awkward sile.ee for awhi le 
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gradually, however, more began to express their opinions. The 

majority said: "He may be right, but this is no time to be 

theoretical, We bare to be practical. If we stay in these re-

creation halls we don't know how long it will be before we are 

able to move out. The whole problem will be settled i f we more 

into a vacant apartment right now. There* s no sense in staying 

in these recreation halls longer than necessary." 

Takeda waited until enough people expressed their opinions 

and showed that they were with him ana not with TJr&shi. Then he 

asked that he and Mr. Urashi be allowed to take up the matter 

with the administration. To this, everyan© immediately agreed. 

Urashi later made another bid for recognition. The matter of 

freight was being discussed when he brought up the fact that 

there was no sense in dealing with the Housing Division. It was 

necessary to go directly to the Project Director. Another man 

quieted him by saying that the housing matter had air ady been 

settled. If he wanted to, he could go to the Pro j ec . director and 

settle the matter, since it was put in the hands of the two men. 

The second topic for the evening a: ncerned baggage and freight. 

Kany of the TuJ&ans did not receive their freight yet and sc*ne 

even their baggage. It was reported that there were at least 3 

box cars at traces filled with baggage and freight. The 

freight of Minidokaus who had been sent to Tule Lake were also in 

the warehouse here and hsd to be loaded on the empty box cars. 

Because of lack of swampers, however, this work was not being 

done. The truck driver, it seems, had been asked to go load and 

unload with oniy 1 swamper to a truck, and they had refused to 
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work. The trucks were available, but there weren't enough workers. 

Immediately the suggestion was made by several persons that the 

people from Tule Lake should volunteer their «n»n services and go 

after the freight. The group was asked whether they were willing 
% 

to volunteer, and they showed that they were. There seemed to b e 

a feeling that if they wanted to get anything done around here th ey 

would have to do it themselves. Someone pointed out that the 

administration probably wanted the freight to be tent to Tule Lake 

to be taken to the box car when another box ear was being unloaded. 

One man said that it couldn't be helped if Ui^y expected the people 

from Tule Lake to do this work, and he suggested that they oo uld 

take out about half a load and bring back a full load of their own 

freight. There wasn't much objection to this arrangement. Mr. 

Takeaa handled the situation well. He asked that someone be the 

chairman of a committee to take care of this matter» A man was 

chosen and Mr. Takeda divided the camp up. into 5 or 6 and asked 

the chairman to choose someone in each section to pass the word 

around when volunteers were needed. The chairman said that the 

freight of all the Tule Lake people would have to be brought back 

ana not just their ovm, and everyone agreed to this immediately. 

Opinions were expressed that trucks should be procured for exclu-

sive use of the Tule Lake volunteers, but this was loft up to the 

chairman to arrange* 

Several times during the fir.it part of the meeting, Mr. Takeda 

mentioned that he had invited those who were not living in recre-

ation halls because he was thinking of meeting future problems 

as a group. He listed the three major problems for the evening 

at one point as being (X) housings (2) baggage and freight; and 
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(3) future organisation» After the matter of freight and bag-

gage was settled, he asked if there were any other problems to 

be brought up. Undoubtedly, he wanted someone tc bring up the 

necessity of organizing the TuJe Lake people for future action, 

iiot retting any response, he broached the matter himself, asking 

if there was ai$ need to organize the Tuie Lake people, perhaps 

on a ward basis. Kis efforts in this direction, however, was 

stopped by Mr. ftitta, a quiet ana intelligent man from Placer 

County. Ke said that we had to fight for our rights, but asked 

that former residents of MinteJtea be included in such a fight. 

After all , we were all residents of this project now. The Tuie 

Lake people could take the lead, but we could gather strength 

by combining with the Minidokane. This idea of integration with 

former residents received the support of the majority of the 

people present. One man stated that some former residents were 

dissatisfied with the way tilings were "being run in this community 

Consequently, the matter of organizing for future action was 

dropped. Another meeting, however, was thought necessary, and 

one was scheduled for Friday, October 8, same time and same place 

One other matter was brougLt up by i£r. T&keda. Ke kept calling 

Karry Katsuyama, engineer, •K&tchan", and introduced him to the 

group towardf the end of the meeting. Harry got up and stated 

that this community was about the only project that did not get 

a high school building or a auditorium. He had been asked to 

start on a design for an auditorium. There only 20-odd 

carpenters, and he needed at least 50 more to carry on the con-

struction of the auditorium. He asked for workers among those 
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who were not working and were willing to come out and do a little 

work. Harry Kat^uyaraa had "been a recognized ring-leader of 

groups lodging protests against the administration, and here he 

was making his debut in Mindioka ajj the head of an important 

construction project. 

Br, Kuki, Planning Board member, got up to say a few words. He 

said that in this project the rooms were small and that as a 

long-range program larger living quarters should be as^ed of the 

administration, nr. Kuki a atu gone to the Homing Division and ... 

had made arrangemtaits to move into a(4^persom room ¿hen he was 

only entitled to a 5 person room, but he did not make the actual 

move. Evidently he was only making sure that he would not lose 

out on anything If the group protest should fa i l . This speech, 

which was rather pointless, seemed to be his method of showing 

that he was ftill with the rest of the people. 

The meeting broke up before 9. Under the capable chairmanship 

of Mr. Takeda the business st'cr the evening was gotten over with 

rather effeciently for an Issei meeting. 

2. San do z on Housing Conflict 

This morning, X kept my appointment with Mr. Sandoz. I intro-

duced myself briefly as a research worker from the University 

of California and mentioned that for the present I was interested 

in the housing problem. He asked rather eagerly: "Are you in-

volved in the housing matter?" I said: "No, but I'm interested 

in i t . " Mr. ¿andoz thought that it was regretable that this 

conflict had to develop. I »aid that I thought that it served 

as a good introduction for the Tuleans, but Mr. Sandoz wae 
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quite upset about the situation and did not agree with me on this 

point. Ke discussed the situation with me quite thoroughly and 

explained his position. 

I pointed out that it had been announoed yesterday that there 

were 40 apartments vacant as a result of a survey. Mr. Sandoz 

did not know this fact, and did not think that there were that 

many apartments vacant. Ke was inconvenienced by the fact that 

Mr. Abbott, the head of the Housing Dir ision, had become i l l . I 

thought that perhqp s there were rooms filled on the book by fami-

lies which had not come in from Tule Lake, but he thought that 

all that had been checked up on. He had a report that there were 

27 families in the recreation halls, of which 2 had moved out 

since. There were 100 familfes, he thought, which had to be put 

in recreation halls or doubled up, which would leave 75 families 

which doubled up. 

JS asked about the possibility of putting ¿if partitions. Mr. 

Sandoz said that last spring 2 barracks in each block had been 

partitioned. Requisition was made to partition two more barracks 

in each block. This would be justified on the ground that there 

was a shortage of small apartments, and the tendency was for fami-

lies to become smaller as relocation prooeeded. JS asked when 

the requisition had been sent in, and Mr. Sandoz said that it had 

been send in only recently. Priorities, he said, were hard to 

get, and, besides getting the approval for the construction work, 

stoves would have to be gotten for each extra room built. He 

He thought that Tule Lake found it easier to get material because 

of the concern of the Army in that center. We discussed sizes 

of rooms and how the partitioning would be done. The roomr 
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toere were smaller than in Tule Lake. I mentioned that people had 

brou^it a great deal of freight with them. But he did not say 

anything about this. I asked how soon the partitions could be 

put in, and he said that it might take some time, and that it was 

a longrange program. If any material was to be used, he said, he 
I 

thought that it should go into a long-range program, rather than 

a temporary one. This eliminated in my mind, the possibility of 

getting partitions immediately. 

The matter of doubling up into a room was aiscussea. Mr. ¿an-

doz did not Justify the doubling up, neither did he condemn it . 

The program had been obstructed by the fact that there was a 

little trouble in the motor pool, and he and other workers went 

around to make seme of the moves. However, he admitted that most 

of the people who were going to double up have done so already 

and that the rest of those in the recreation halls were deter-

mined to stay ¿here rather than double up into a room. 

Partitioning could only be done on a long-range program. 

Doubling up had not succeeded. Mr. Sandoz also admitted that 

there was no excuse for keeping people in recreation halls when 

a lot of apartments were vacant. The solution that occurred to 

both of us was to put families of twos and threes into any vacant 

aja rtment. Mr. Sandoz pointed out several considerations were 

necessary, however. One was the fact that there would be ccm-

plaints from former residents who had been moved from larger 

apartments into smaller ones. There had been certain families 

which occupied one of the larger rooms which was reducjed thru 

relocation. Such families were advised to move into smaller 

apartments when there were vacancies. At the time of the 
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segregation program, this movement was made compulsory. "We had 

to get tough in a few cases. We had to call in the Internal 

Security. The rest of them moved because they wanted to avoid 

the embarrassment of being forced out," Mr. Sandoz explained. 

This forced movement applied to families which had been reduced 

by indefinite leaves and not by seasonal leaves. They were moved 

to rooms of suitable sizes, and Aot excessively small rooms. Mr. 

Sandoz1 contention was that if the p*>ple from Tule Lake were put 

into larger rooms when there were only two or three in &he famiiy , 

these people who had been mared out would be bound to complain. 

Another consideration was that those who cooperated and doubJBd 

up into a large room should be given as much consideration as 

those who remained behind in recreation halls. Mr. Sandoz thought 

that this was only fair . 

A third ansideration was the position of the Housing Adjustmert 

Board which had to receive complaints ijfem the people, especially 

those who had been moved into smaller apartments. 

We also discussed the possibility of making TuJtans go into 

larger apartments sign a paper saying that their quarters would 

be only temporary and that they would have to move i f smaller 

aprtments became available. I thought that this was a very good 

thing to do. 

Mr# Sandoz* conclusion, however, was that the apartments should 

be filled, even if small families were put into large apartments. 

He said: "There's no excuse for keeping the apartments vacant. 

We'll begin moving people in as soon as possible. I ' l l see 
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Abbott right away, if he 's well enough to talk. , f 

I left , saying that I would come back again some other time. 

3 . Housing Adjustment Baard 

I went to the Housing Adjustment Board and talked to Mr. Takeda. 

This was a l ittle ai'ter 10, after I had seen Mr. Sandoz. The 

first thing that Mr. Takeda said was: " I t ' s going to be pretty 

hard to get rooms for those in recreation halls . " Evidently this 

had been the decision of the Housing Adjustment Board. Mr. Take-

da also informed me that Mr. Urashi had gone elsewhere to see 

what he could about the matter. A member of the Housing Board 

sitting next to Mr. Takeda (old, white hair) saius "We'll have 

to ask them to double up." He seemed a little foolieh to me be-

cause I had just heard from Mr. Sandoz that he would start filling 

the apartments as soon as he could. I mentioned this fact, and 

Mr. Takeda agreed that that was the proper xhing to do. The Ad-

justment Board member was still thinking in terms of doubling up 

and said: " I suppose people don't like to double up into an apart-

ment." Mr. Takeda talked freely of the meeting in front of the 

others, and he agreed with me when I told him that someone else 

besides him should take over the task of presenting a matter to 

the Administration. 

Mr . Takeda said that it ba d been decided that volunteers would 

be called for in the afternoon to help with the ¡unloading of freight 

from the box-car. People were going to meet at Central Services 

in the afternoon. Takeda said that he was volunteering, too, and 

I said that I might show up. I didn't though, because I had to 

keep an appointment with the doctor. 
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Met Minnie on the way to the Administration Building, We dis-

cussed, among other things, the way the girls dressed. Minnie 

saids "The girls around here are crtsy, don't you think? I told 

them so in so mar$r worts. They wear high heels and rayon stock-

ings to go to work." She thought that in that regard Californians 

were more sensible. 

5. Mrs, Matsubara on Feminiaokans 

Met Mrs. Matsubara coming home fran making arrangements to get 
-

her husband to join her from the hospital. She said; " I was 

thinking of getting a job in the mess hall as a waitress, but 

when I saw them they were all wrapped up in silky things, so I 

decided that it was cheaper to stay home and not work. I'm not 

going to work for a while. If I do get a job I ' d like to go in . 

as a d ish-washer. " 

"My secona son wants to go out to work, but he hasn't any 

friends. There's hardly any boys around here for him to play 

with." 
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A grea t deal of emphasis is being placed upon relocation in 

most of the centers. This was true in Tule Lake until it became 

a closed center. In Tule Lake, however, there was a great deal 

of opposition to relocation, and colonist leaders could not en-

courage relocation without incurring a certain amount of resent-

ment, especially from the pro-Japanese Isseis. One underlying 

reason for opposition to the relocation program lies in the fact 

that center l i fe means security for. most of the evacuees, whereas 

relocption present innumerable problems of having to fiinfl work 

and support a f an ily. This obstacle looms larger than it really 

is to ma«y evacuees as they contemplate the possibility of relo-

cation and hear rumors about the adverse conditions on the outside, 

especially for an enemy alien. This reason, however, is personal, 

ana there is no reasjrn why these individuals should want to pre-

vent others from going out if they so wish. The other major rea-

son for opposition to relocation is a feeling that somehow it is 

detrimental to the welfare of the Ja; anese or Japan. There's a 

feeling that going out to help Amrica at the present tsse when 

Japanese were treated as they were is adding more disgrace. Re-

sistance to relocation is in some cases a protest against the 

treatment evacuees have received. The study of various aspects of 

relocation probably should constitute one of the main dapters of 

the study here in Minidoka. The initial phases o life in a re-

location center has been fairly well covered. The emphasis at 

the present time is on relocation on the part of the administra-

tion, ana the next important step for evacuees to make. For these 

reasons a special effort will be made to accumulate data on re-

relocation. 
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Yesterday evening at about 8 :00 P. M. t 2 trucks were stationed 

at 2 points in the 20*6 and 50 ' s , equipped with loudspeakers, A 

Japanese, who spoke in both English and Japanese fluently, was 

announcing job offers in various localities. In his preliminary 

statement, he stated that it was not the propose of the WRA to 

force people out of centers, but to get them back into the normal 

l i fe on the outside. Then the announcer proceeded to list the job 

offers in various »ections of the country. The truck was stand-

ing by the road, but the loudspeaker was loud enough for people 

in nearby apartments to be able to hear. 

The interesting thing about this is that here in Minidoka it is 

possible for an evacuee to do work which is obviously propaganda 

work for the WRA. In Tule Lake, even the translators of the Dis-

patch were threatened and one actually b eaten up for carrying out 

their job of translating English news items into Japanese. When 

the ward recreation leaders sponsored a forum describing con-

ditions on the outside, some of the speakers were boPedf and the 

sponsors were criticized for their part in organizing such a forum. 

It would be interesting to find out who is doing the announcing 

for these relocation broadcasts. 

The story seems to have gotten around that the administration 

intends to make it hara to live so that more people will leave 

the center. Hattie said: WI hear that Stafford intends to make 

it hard to live in here so that people will go out. I understand 

he 's going to make a great deal of effort to get people to re-

locate." 
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Matsuda has a friend who has been out getti ng contracts for 

seasonal work around Twin Falls. According to his report potato 

and beet work haven't started yet, and those who have gone out 

last week find hardly anything to do. The older boyp are able to 

find work, but the farmers will not hire younger bovs and es-

pecially girls right now. Those staying at the PSA camp have to 

pay a dollar a day for their room and beard antf have to pay for 

it a week in advance. Many of the small boys and sirls don't 

take more than 7 or 8 dollars with them, and now find themselves 

in a f ix because they've spent their savings and can't get work. 

Mofct of them went out for potato work because it is much easier 

than beet-topping. However, potato picking has not begun yet. 

Some of the farmers are starting in w ith beet-topping because 

if they started with potato-picking many of the workers would 

leave after that was over, because beet-topring ia much harder 

work. There are Mexicans and evacuees from Heart Mountan in the 

vicinity, which makes it difficult for the younger ones to find 

work. There are about 15 young girls, som^ of only 14 or 15, 

in Twin Falls looking for work. They were finally able to get 

work cutti ng onions. Tork is expected to begin in earnest early 

next week. 

2. iUshimoto on Kousin? Conflict 

I was talking to liithimoto (Block 13, train monitor) yester-

day evening and I explained how Takeda had done a clever thing 

by going around and getting many of those who had doubled up to 

say that they were satisfied with their present status. Then 

Mshimoto said: "Oh, shucks:« and I suspected seething was 
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wrong. X asked him whether he had doubled up, and he said that 

he was in B. H. #12, and then had doubled up with his brother. I 

asked him whether T&keda had «me around, and he said that his brother 

saw him, ana didn't give him any definite answer. I told him that 

if he wanted a separata room he should go down to Housing and see 

about it . He wanted a separate room, he said, and thanked me for 

the information. Perhaps Takeda didn't make it very clear to those 

who had doubled up what the situation was. 

3. Block Manager on Seasonal Work 

I sat next to the block manager aurxng dinner yesteraay. He 

was explaining to a lady next to him that he had gone to a saw-

mill to take about 16 workers. This was the first time saw-mill 

jobs had been opened up to evacuees. He himself had been working 

in the saw-mill before. He had gone with these men and had made 

arrangements '»ith the ampany and with the union to have them work. 

He said! "It* s very clean work and very good. They are paying 

v 7.20 a day and you get overtime if you work on Saturday afternoons. 

Á janitor, an old man of 60, is getting over 80¿2r an hour. Any-

body can dig potatoes, but not everyone can do this work." J3 

asked if there were work available as grader. He said; "lío, the 

hakujins ail occupy such Jobs. £ven before the way, they didn't 

let Japanese do that tort of work very much. The unions would be 

against letting J a d í e s e do work of that sort." 

The block manager urged me to go out to work because it wouldn't 

do me ar$r good to stay in a place like this. 

He said that the broadcast of outside jobs was a recent innova-

tion. 
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This morning the block manager was explaining to an old woman 

from Tule Lake that it was all right for evacuees to go out to 

work and to relocate. The woman was saying that she had been 

called names for leading Tule Lake, and the block manager said 

that those people who called her names was mistaken (haki-chiga-

ete iru) . 
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Yesterday, I went in to talk to Dick, who is t«k ing care of 

the Community Analysis section while deYoung is away. He has 

heard something about the housing conflict caused by the incoming 

Tuleaas being put into recreation hails , but does not seem to 

know the details ox the conflict. I asked him whether he was 

going to write a report about it, and he thought that ]Erhaps he 

should. I told him that the conflict was interesting because it 

showed the clash between the Tuleans and the Minidokans, and 

pointed out that the Tux* an a didn' t l ike the fact that members of 

the Housing Adjustment Board prefered to put families into rooms 

instead of trying to get sera rate room« for them. In Dick's ans-

wer there was a consciousness on his part that he was a Minidokan. 

He admitted that the latter might be wrong, but that there were 

weaknesses in the Tul e Lake people, too. He seems to have a con-

cept of the Tule Lake people as being pro-Japanese and trouble-

makers, although he didn't say this in so many words. He said: 

"Yes, i t ' s true. There are faults with the Minidoka people. 

The Housing Adjustment Board has received a great deal of criti-

cism even from the people here, and perhaps the conflict ought to 

be written up. What we need here on the project is probably new 

blood. Here in our department we can profit a great deal from 

having someone from Tule Laks who can compare the conditions 

within the casps. But I don't think that the people of Tule Lake 

arc always right, either. I understand that a few days ago the 

Ax® rican flag was taken down and a Japanese flag put up instead. 

Those Japanese who claim that they are being loyal to Japan I don't 

think are being loyal either to Japan or to America." 
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2. Community Analysis Section * 

The Community Analysis Section here in Minidoka is staffed 

largely by Isseis. At present, there are two Xsseis on the staff--

Dick Kanaya and Mrs. Watanabe. Dick is an Issei , probably in 

his middle 301 s. He speaks English fairly fluently and claims that 

he gets along fairly well with Niseis, as well as with Isseis. y 

Mrs. Watanabe is actually a Nisei herself, but has an Issei hue-

band and is likely to take the Issei view of thirgs. There was 

another man on the staff who was an Issei . The secretary and the 

typist are both Nfcseis. This preponderance of Isseis on the staff 

seems to be typical of Stinidoka. One reason for this is undoubted-

ly the fact that most Niseis with any ability have relocated. 

Evacuee workers in the Community Analysis Section seem to lead 

a rather a&biguous existence. According to Dick, he doesn1 t tell 

people what sort of work he is doing. He* s been working since 

this spring in the office, and consequently many people do not 

question him as to his purpose in his talking to them about var-

ious topics. On the other hand, they cannot be objective enough 

to be able to do their work in a manner which deYoung would want 

them to. For instance, when the Kibei Harmonica band left for 

Tule Lake, they gave an address, which was supposed to contain 

some very pro-Japanese remark. In writing up the report on their 

departure, actual quotations of these remarks were avoided. De-

Young, who had heard ab;out the address from other sources, asked 

for details. The girl who had attended the meeting la d a great 

deal of trouble in trying to write up the address without re-

vealing what was actually said because it was thought not too 
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2, Community Analysis Section (Cont'd) 

good for the Japanese people to write up something of that sort 

which might be used against the evacuees. 

V 
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1. Dick Kanaya; Resistance to Resettlement 

Several things about Dick is int eresting. He is an Issei who 

came here to receive an education. He went to colige and took 

up sociology. Most of his friends returned to Japan and es-

tablished himself, but he preferred to remain here in America. 

He said: " I know what it* s like to live in Japan, and I pre-

ferred to stay over here. X don't feel that I ' ve missed the 

boat." He wasn't in the line of work for which he studied, how-

ever. When he first came to the project, he was working in a 

messhall as a steward. When deYoung looked him up and offered 

him this job as a research assistant, he thought it over for 

several weeks, and finally decided to take it . He thought that 

it would give him an opportunity to improve his English and also 

to learn a few things. Also, he thought that he would be doing 

a service to his ccmmunity. He 's quite satisfied with the work 

he is doing and with his position in the community. 

I asked him if he were thinking of relocating. He said: "No. 

I have couple of children, and I don't think that I cm make a 

living on the outside now. I don't think I could get any work 

in the f ield of sociology." 

Here is a person who has gone to college and doesn't wish to 

relocate because he feels that he cannot make a go of it finan-

cially. This seems to be the principle reason for people not 

wanting to go out. 

2. Housing Conflict 

The housing conflict is fast coming to a close. Yesterday I 

went to see Mr. Takeda in the evening to ask him about a tew 
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2. Housing Conflict (Cont'd) 2 

details of the conflict, I ms most interested in knowing the 

9 

stand of the Caucasians» the stand of the Adjustment Bard, and 

his own stand, as well as the stand of the Tuleans. Here are 

some of the facts that I gathered from Takeda; 

When i t was discovered that there were 40 rooms vacant and 

only 27 fanilies in recreation halls and aboii 60 families doubled 

up, Sandoz and Abbott had a conference of their own* This might 

have been directly after I saw Sandoz one morning when Abbott was 

©till sick, or soon after. Their decision was that if small 

families were to be put into large ajartments then those who cd -

operated and doubled up should be given the first choice of rooms, 

which would have left most of the families in recreation hails 

without apartments to move into. This stand taken by the admin-

istration is not strange, since they promised from the very be-

ginning to give the first chance at rooms to those who cooperated 

with the administration and doubled up. 

The stand of the Adjustment Bca rd was somewhat different. 

Urashi brought back the report that members on the Adjustment 

Board had said that those who had doubled up would receive the 

first chance at getting rooms. But this report is too indirect 

to be accurate. The morning that I went to see Sandoz, Takeda 

told me that the Board thought that small families coûta be put 

into large rooms because people who had been moved from large 

apartments to small om s would complain. The Adjustment Bœrd 

insisted that peopl e co ul d be put into correct-size rooms or 

double up into large ones. This position seems to have been main-
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2. Housing Conflict (0ont'd) 3 

tained by the Adjustment Board until Sandoz and Abbott came thru 

with the proposal that small families be allowed to move into 

large rooms, but that those who doubled up be given the first 

choice of rooms. 

Takeda' s reply to the Caucasians was the question; "Why should 

those who doubled up be given the first change to move. «lay not 

find out if they want to move or not." The answer was; "Who* a 

going to do the asking?" Takeda's reply was: " I started this 

thing. I 1 1 1 finish it . * To this the Caucasians agreed. Pre-

suatbly the Adjustment Board could not say anything. Takeda cov-

ered Blocks 1-19. Urashi was asked to cover the rest. They went 

out with 2 purposes; To notify Tul&ans of a meeting to discuss 

the housing problem. To ask them if they were oatisfied to stay 

doubled up. One type of answer that he got was:" "We're all right 

as we are and don't feel that it is necessary to go to a meeting. 

Why don't you let those who are in recreation halls move in first?" 

Some of the people felt that those in recreation hails Should re-

ceive first consideration, liext about 5 more groups signified 

that they wished to remain doubled up. Dne 1 $f the - reasons for • •• - • mm ' 

this was that they aid not want to be separated a very great dis-

tance, and it was difficult to get apartments in the section from 

blocks 1 to 19. There was also a feeling on the part of a few 

that since they had not stayed with the group in remaining in 

the recreation halls, they could not veiy well ask for an apart-

ment now, although Takeda did not mention this as a reason. 

Urashi had gone around to see the various families, but forgot 

to ask them whether they were satisfied to stay together aa 
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2. Housing Conflict (Conf d) 4 

they were. Probably Takeda put the matter in the right way, ( 

and Urashi did not. 

Takeda did not announce the number of families that had said 

that they were willing to stay together for a while longer. At 

the meeting, however, he gave the impression that most of them 

families had decided to stay together. He seems to have con-

vinced the Adjustment Board and the Caucasians that most of them 

were willing to give those in recreation halls first choice of 

rooms. Those who had doubled up for the most part seem to have 

accepted this rather calmly. 

Takeda next had to handle the complaint of the Adjustment 

Board that they were open to criticism from the Minidoka people 

if they allowed small families from Tule Lake to occupy large | 

apartments. The answer to this was that the Adjustment Board 

should let the administration issue the orders for small fami-

lfes to occupy large apartments temporary. The temporariness 

of the move could be insured by having each small family occupy-

ing a large room sign a promise to move as soon as it was 

available. This matter of signing a stattent of that sort was 

approved by Takeda himself, by the Adjustment Board and by the 

Caucasians. When I talked to Sandoz, he was already thinking 

about such a step, and I recommended it , too. 

Consequently, through skillful handling by Takeda, the whole 

affair was solved. The announcement to be published in each 

messhall was soon signed by the Project Director and mimeographs* 

The form to promise to move to a smaller apartment anywhere in 
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2. Housing Conflict (Cont'd) 5 

the project as soon as it was available was printed too. By 

Saturday afternoon, most of the families in recreation halls had 

already been assigned to rooms. The Kuroses were not able to get 

a room in the #1 -10 section, because the rooms were to be re-

served to those connected with the hospital, but they were given 

a room in Block 12. There were still families in Recreation Hall 

#2 who were not assigned because they did not want to move to the 

other end of the proje ct. 

From Monday to Wednesday, the Housing Board was going to make 

a survey of all the apartments to find out how many persons ac-

tually occupied each apartment. 

3 . ¿her t Waves and Inus 

Mr. Kurose has been talking to his brother, who is a resiuent 

of Minidoka, and got the current views about inus and short-wave 

sets. According to this report, there are practically no short-

wave sets on the project. There were some ~ut they were reported 

by Xnus and confiscated one by one. At present, there is only 

one individual who keeps a short-wave set. He listens to the 

broadcasts underneath his blanket, and then goes around telling 

only close friends what he has heard. Inus are so abundant here 

on the project that it is almas t impossible to get away with the 

possession of a short-w%ve set. 

Mr. Kurose*s attitude toward this situation is probably typic-

al of the attitude of i Tulean. He said: "Any inu like that 

r 

ought to be bopped (gaguranakutewa. ikenai). m a t ' s wrong about 

having a short-wave set. -After all , people are just going to 
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Short Wares and Inus (Cont'd) 

listen to it and not do anything harmful. How, with people from 

Tule Lake here, conditions may improve. With men like Takeda 

here perhaps i t ' l l make a d i f ference " 

The interesting thing about this situation is not only the feel-

ing of antagonism toward the existence of inus. This is probably 

the same with Minidokans. It is iii eresting to note the manner in 

which people from Tu~ie Lake are looked upon as a possible source 

of salvation from the situation. Probably there are dissatisfied 

elements among the Minidokans who look to Tule&ns leaders as their 

1eader. 

4 . Tulean Dissatisfaction 

On the part of many Tuieans, dissatisfaction with life here in 

Minidoka is to be expected. Integration into the community can 

be expected eventually, but for many people it may take some time. 

This morning, I talked to an old man from Tule Lake who gave me 

his views about lit e in Minidoka. He had oo me from Tule Lake 

several months before. He was from Believue, Washington, where 

he used to farm. He was getting old (about 75) and came to 

Minidoka because he te. d a close friend here who was from the 

same ken. He said; "The only things good here are the mess halls 

and the shower room. In Tule Lake, many Niseis work in the mess 

hall , and don't care to work too hard. They do just what is re-

quired of them and then loaf right away. Here, there are more 

old people working, and dp a more careful job. You have to get 

laséis to handle food. The shower room is clean. But otherwise, 

Tule Lake is a lot better. The road here is not very good. They 

say that when it rains in the wintertime your feet sinks in 
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4- Tulean Dissatisfaction (Cont'd) 7 

and i t ' s very difficult to walk. I t ' s so far here from one end 

to the other. I lived in Block 69 and used to go to Alaska some-

times, but i t ' s only half of the distance there than it is from 

one end to the other here. The canteen here is not good and 

doesn't sell a thing. Of course, you could go to town to buy 

things, but you have to pay the price of the bus fare. The prices 

in Twin Falls are not cheaper than the prices in Tule Lake. Then 

when you eat in town at the only Japanese eating place, you have 

to pay clcs e to for a meal--not less than 75/zr anyway. This 

p3ace is veiy inco nveni ejit. I 1b ve a neighbor here who went to 

Tule Lake, and he writes back and says that he likes it there veiy 

much^-it's like moving from the country to the city. Here they 

don't have a wood-shop as we did in Tule Lake, where you ©uld 

work and get posts cut into small pieces with a machine. They 

don't even give you fire-wood here. If©, I 'm afraid that Tule Lake 

is better than this place. 

''then I first came here I felt that I was alone among strangers. 

I was soriy that I came here. They asked ma why I came in the 

first place, and I told than that I didn't know it was going to be 

like this. It* s better now because many people came from Tule Lake. 

As I talked to him, the old man Worked on a chair he was making 

for an old couple. He had his pile of lumber lined up against 

the barrack. When we came, he was the only one that had lumber 

near the barrack in that fashion. The rest of the people had fol-

lowed orders and cleared the vicinity of their apartment of all 

firewood and lumber. Most of them put their lumber either under 

the house or out across the road in the garden patch. This man 
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must have made himself unpopular "by "being different from the rest 

of the people in the block. It would have been all right in Tule 

Lake, but here everyone wanted to ke ep the place neat and orderly. 

5* Tule Lake Freight 

The freight for most of the Tule Lake people seems to have ar-

rived. The Kuroses have yet to get theirs. I got mine yesterday 

in two loads. Most of the families had about 10 crated freight 

or more, so that when they were broken up a great deal of good 

lumber was made available. Some people brought lumber tied up in 

bundles and plaster-boards crated up. Mow that they have the 

building material, they have to find someplace to store them. 

Most of them are piling up boxes and lumber right outside of their 

apartment by the porch, making it rather unsightly. Some of them 

are talking about making a shack right there to rut their lumber 

and boxes in. Hot only this, most families brought all of theiv-

furniture. This is going to produce a demand for larger rooms 

than the Minidokans were/satisfied with. If I 'm to go into a 

bachelor's quarter, for instance, I b£d insisted- on going into 

a place which did not hold more than 4 person.., because otherwise 

I wouldn't be able to get all my stuff in the room. The posses-

sion of lumber and furniture is going to give the people from 

Tule Lake seme distinction. To what extent this is going to make 

a difference will be int eresting. The people here dress up more 

than the people from Tule Lake, and this will offer an interesting 

contrast. Probably the p ^ p i e fro* Tule Lake will start to dress 

UP more, too, instead of the people here becoming more infernal. 

The tendency of most social standards is to rise. 
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1 • -uissatu ^ction about cook a 

Thit morning in the shower room I ran into three r¡¿en 

complaining about the shortcomings of the cooks here in 

trie dining hall. One person was an old man, ho kt t the 

shower room looking clean—cleaner than in some of the 

o brier blocks. mother was a mi ¿aie-a^ed J.'ulean, wao seemed 

to hold a grudge against trie world in general. third was 

a quiet-looking sort of man, who joined in the conversation 

after the two haa gotten started. 1 Quae along aau joined 

in out of curiosity. I would imagine that trie Tulean started 

th e be llv- aching. h e said; 

/hat's the matter with cooks in this block. They put 

dried prunes on tne table and expect people to eat it. Vhey 

^ight as well rut celluloid j-runes on the table if they 

don't want people to eat them. In the morning you want 

somethng juicy. I bet they call for stewed prunes on the 

nenu, ana not lor dried psnnee* somebody ought to see the 

menu to s*ee whether trie cooks are do in : what they should* 

e _,et rice only about once a day, but 0 / i aren't they sup-

pose to serve it twice a day? " 

The quiet-lookin..; man was not so quiet. ne said: 

"The trouble with the cooks here is that they think that 

tney work longer hours than o thers-and consequently can do 

as they please. If they don't like the condition unaer 

which they are working they should let someone else do the 

work. Because of their attitude the rest of the 200-odd 

eopie in the block have to suffer. The other day I went 

to get a bowl of rice. I sk ed for enough for three ergons, 
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and the cook put in three small scoops. I asked for a 

little more "because I knew that that wasn't enough. He 

looked at me and said that I had only asked for portions 

for three persons. X told him that I wanted a little more , 

anyway, and he said that I had already gotten more than my 

share, compared to what I would have gotten on a platter. 

If they don't get enough rice, they ought get order more." 

The Tulean agreed with him. " I f they don11 have enough 

help, why aon't they hire more people. In other messhalls 

they are doing that." 

The janitor was not quite as vociferous, but he had his 

complaints« 

"Something must be wrong with the cooks here. T! ey give 

you only a small portion of rice on your platter the fast 

time, ancyfchen when you ask for seconds, they give you three 

times the amount they give you the first time. Then they 

give the same amount to men, women, and children. I went 

to eat in ¿lock 5 the other day, and the j eople there get 

ijiuoh better service thaa we do here, -he trouble with this 

block here is that the block manager kept praising the 

meslhall workers/ to high heaven, that i t ' s gone to their 

head. At Christmas time the block people gave them gifts 

and at other times give them parties for the work they do. 

Here I do my best to keep the latrine clean, and they don't 

even mention my work. I don't have to keep this place so 

very clean for the amount of work I do, but I do it because 

I feel that I 'm doing it for the block people, not for the 

WRA. I don't see why there should be any aifference betweei 
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the works of the cook and my work. e 're all working fo 

the people." 

ïhe conclusion of the three was rather to be expected, 

ihe Tulean aaids > 

"The trouble with the people here is that they're too 

quiet. I f this were Tule Lake the block people wouldn't 

keep quiet. We've got to complain about this. They get 

all the rice they want in Tule Lake. " 

The quiet man stated the other conclusion: 

«If tue cooks don't like their work, fflA/jflltf they 

should be replaced by others who do." 
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1. Seattle grocer on resettlement 

As I glance through my journal, X finu that attitude 

toward resettlement serves as a good focal point to study 

differences in the attitudes of individuals. It is a topic 

with which most people are concerned With and on which 

most of them are willing to express their views. On this 

point, it is unlike other topics of interest, such as re-

gistration, segregation, attitude toward Japan, toward war. 

This topic of resettlement is especially important at this 

time because the/ administration is now making a special 

effort to encourage it , even to the extent of making camp 
tLey were 

conditions less pleasant than/formerly. Thus it woulu seem 

desirable to gather a body of information on the attitudes 

of various individuals on resettlement. 

I met the Seattle grocer in the shower room* as we both 

submerged in the tub. I started the conversation by men-

tioning that small baths were good because it was possible 

to warm it up easily by adding a little hot water, which 

had not been possible in Tule Lake where the bath was about 

twice as large (four by s i ^ ' ee l ) . Also, here there was 

one big boiler and plenty of toot water all of the time. 

The man asked me how I liked this place, and I replied by 

say ing that it seemed to )6j6 me a good place. The shower 

room was cxean and the food was good. However, I did point 

out that this tlace was a little too quiet and dark at 

night, and that it took too long to walk from one end to 

the other. The man told me/ that it was worse last year, 

when the roads were muddy when it rained and they had to 

use outhouses because the sewer haa not been 
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After that it was not difficult toobring up the topic 

of resettlement, I learned that the man was sixty years 

old. He was healthy enough, but did not seem as though he 

could work very hard any more. For a long time he had been 

doing business in Seattle, and was evidently a grocer for 

some time. He had several children, the youngest of whj.ch 

was just about to finish high school. He said: 

"Ko, an old man like myself can't go out now and be ex-

pected to support a family. Most of my children have grown 

up, and when they leave, i t ' s going to leave myself and 

my wife behind to take care of things. Sow, if I were to 

go back to Seattle it wouldn't be so hard. I have my for-

mer business connections there. 1 can get credit at ary 

number of places. Also, I have Caucasian contacts who are 

willing to patronage me if I start anything. But all that 

foundation has been/ wiped out. I can't be expect©a to go 

to Chicago or lew York and start anything now. After all , 

I won't live more than about ten years more. Of course, 

if I went through the hardship that I did when I first came 

to America I may be able to do something yet, but I don't 

chink that i t ' s worth the trouble. I ought to be grateful 

that my children are grown up now, and I'm relieved of that 

responsibility." 
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1 . Block 13, ; es^ball 

There is a great deal of grumbling going on within the 

block concerning the way in which the messhall is handled 

by the cooks. Yesterday evening I was a little early in 

standing in line, and I »at with a group of me*, who seamed 

to be all bachelors. We got to talking about the messhall 

situation, «nd all of than agreed in their complaints. For 

one thing, the cooks were stingy about the food, nd did 

not berve enough. Also, he made it a habit of returning 

bottles of mill and consequently received less for that rea-

son, instead of getting as much as he could for the block 

people. In the shower room I heard one man saying to another 

that he was trying to get the messhall to put on three more 

person» m th the excuse that the work can't be done without 

more people because of the influx of Tuleans, but the old 

cooks refuse to put on more. Most of the resentment sean 

to be centered upon the old cooks who are f i m l y entrenched 

in the messhall• Another complaint heard was that yester-

day morning we had only toast, mush and coffee for break-

fast. There were some unappetizing cooked dried peaches 

on the table, too. 

2 . Kinta.ro Takeda 

Yesterday went to Takeda's -place to talk to him about the 

housing situation. He was making a coal box for his wife, 

and was doing a rather roi-gh job of it . He doesn't seem to 

care much for "looks, and his room looks like a country home 

of a typical Issei farmer. His tfife is typic ily Isseish, 

although not so old, a rather sweet creature. His three 

boys make a great deal of noise, and leave, the house a » * .. 
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in a turmoil, ana make a great deal of noise fighting among 

themselves and crying as a result» 

3. Takeda on Seasonal ¿ork 

"Many of the Tuleaas who are able to work have already gone 

out for seasonal work. Mr. Yabe and ¿¿r. Tanigudhi, the two 

neighbors whom I knew, both went out as soon as their freigfct 

C£a&#« Harry iCa.tsuyama went out some time ago. r. Takeda, 

_;r. Yamashita, and Kr. iiurose were thinking of going out 

together as soon as the recreation hall people were settled 

in an apartment arid the freight arrived. Yesterday the last 

family in a recreation hall was settled in an.apartment, and 

the freight for most probably arrived. i?Lr. Kurose would ha ve 

gone out, except for the fact that he had to help put the 

apartment in oraer, and his daughter was to be married scane 

time next month, ¿lr. Takeda was thinking of going out for 

about two weeks if he could still keep his job/ on the 

Housing Adjustment Board. He thought that he would let . r. 

Urashi take over his portion of work, while he went out on 

a two-week contract. If Mr. Sandoz refused to let him do 

this, however, he said that he would not take the trouble 

to go out. After all , he did not expect to make more than 

about five dollars a day. If he hung on to his work, he 

crnid get clothing allowance for five, which amounted to 

more than what he could earn here on the project by himself. 

He thcught it would be a good idea to let the government 

pay his clothing allowance. 

4 . Takeda on Resettlement 

kr. Takeda says that he will not go out on indefinite 

leave unless he is offered a very good opportunity. He 
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has three small children, and feels that he would have 

difficulty supporting them on the outside. He thinks that 

the other Tuleans feel just about as he does. He told the 

administration that probably only about fcne per cent of 

them will relocate. The only re< son theyfe me to Minidoka 

instead of.staying in Tule Lake was because there were 

seasonal work opportunities here. He tola them that they 

shouldn't expect to get many more people cut of here. 

5. lakeda on sellin fish? Leadership quality 

Takeda used to sell fish in Tule Lake before it was 

abolished. He says that he used to sell fish at a much 

lower price than others. Consequently, he did not make 

any money on the deal, but only eerned as much as he ate. 

He realized that it would not be good for him if he made 

much money inside the project at other people's expense, 

and consequently did not try to make moncgr. 'He let ptople 

take home fish on credit, and some of it he did not get 

back. One man from Tule Lak»#£however, wanted to know 

why he was rushing out for seasonal work fcen he had made 

a thousand dollars in Tule Lake selling fish . "eo ie never 

have as much money as others believe they have» 

It should be noted here that a person who was shrewd and 

made a sum of money on private enterprise within the-pro-

ject would incur the resentment of the people at large and 

would not be able to retain his leadership position. The 

same thing happen* when he tries to boast abait himself. 

Takeda lacks both of these qualities, and consequently is 

able to maintain his leadership position. 
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Takeda* s relationship with the administration 

Takeda has already achieved an important position within 

the community in his relationship with the Appointed Per-

sonnel. Through his position on the Housing Adjustment 

^oard, he has bean able to talk frankly with Abbott and 

Jandoz any number of times now. He has also talked with 

Palmare?» heaa oi" Community services, four times already. 

He has gotten his way on the luJe an housing conflict. He 

was able to get volunteers to handle the freight. When 

asked about the resettlement program» he told them that 

they shouldn't ex.ect very many more people to relocate, 

people Cc?me in to complain that the apartments were too 

small for the amount of freight that they had brought. 

The administration thought that they were not responsible 

for the amount of freight that the people brought, arid 

was curious to know shy îule&ns had so much more than 

people from Minidoka. Take da explained that the '/«HA in 

Tule Lake had urged the people to take their furniture and 

"belongings out of the government yf/ffii storage and private 

storage, and offered to pay for the transportation. It 

was for this reason that Tuleans now had s^reat deal of 

freight on hand. Abbott, I think it was, who heard this 

ohanged his attitude on the situation and thought that 

if it were true that the people had been advised to send 

for their things, then the TOA should be responsible for 

¿fi giving the people more apartment space or storage space 

in a warehouse. Inquiry was sent to Washington concerning 

this. 
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Takeda explains his success with the administration in 

the following manners 

"What you*ye got to do is to earn their trust in you 

first . After that i t ' s easy. I learned that in Tuie Lake. 

When they want to know anything about Tuie Lake poople, I 

te±l them. I tell them that I knew ^iss Gifford and otters 

in Tuie Lake, and they believe iiie. iiow wtien they want to 

know anything about Tuie Like, they come to me. lou can't 

get anythin-; done unless you get in contact with the Ap-

pointed Personnel^. I 'm afraid tfca?t the Housing Adjustment 

Bo ard is feeling a bit Irritated (kebutai) because everything 

I say goes through." 

7 . nous ing Conflict 

The Rousing conflict is just bout solved now. Yesterday 

the last two families in recreation halls were movea to 

apartments. Those who doubled up will now be moved as ji/ifi 

Vacancies occur. ¿, r. Takeda expects more people to be sent 

to Tuie Lake, since there are 400 who still must be pro-

cessed through the segregation he ring. Also, those who 

were not cleared for relocation are go be sent back to Tuie 

Lake. One man», whose children have already relocated, / / 

was refused clearance because Ĵ rf his record as an internee 

was not ..uite cleared of all charges. 

The Housing Adjustment Board seems to have lost scrae pres-

tige as a result of the conflict, ^r . Y smash it a of the 

Lousing xioara uia not say very much/ against Mr. Takeda's 

arguments, but this could be explained by the fact tint 

he was newcomer on the Board, having W f r / 

replaced another person. Mr. Hashiguchi seoiis to have 
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lost the most prestige, since he was the Chairman of the 

Board. eqple have come in and have accused the Board 

that they gave the best apartments to those who pc„id the 

mfist money. The Board was accused of this in a roundabout 

manner at the meeting with Tuleans, and hashiguchi got up 

to refute this , 0 f C His refutation was called unnecessary 

by Takeda since no such accusation had been made by the 

speaker ( Imai ) , and Hashiguchi had to apologize for his 

temper. An interesting sidelight is tlr own on this side 

of the story by TUceda's recounting of the relationship 

between the Board and the clerks. One girl came in to 

¥.r. T ok eda and told him in front of the othe/r Board mem-

bers that since he came the Board members don't scold the 

girls so much. One imagineb a picture of the Board me/iibers, 

haughty, unsympathetic, over-using their authority. Takeda 

believes that the function of the Board can be taken over 

by one erson. .iven in the eyes of the Cauca&iar^uperiors 

the Bo I'd has come down in their estimation. The Community 

analysis Section sent a report to Vashington, mentioning 

th: t there were rumors to the effect that .Bo rd members were 

accepting bribe. According to x>ick Kanaya, this matter was 

brought to the attention of the Assistant Project director 

who reviewed the report, and was the subject of a discussion 

between Palmeroy and others. With Tuleans j/Lfit with small 

f r i l l i e s now in large apartments, the Bo&rd probably wouldn't 

nave much support from inidokans, either. 

8 . Dick Kanaya on Seasonal ork 

-iok has done f irm work while going to school, ana feels 

that he still can do as much work as the b e s t of farm workers. 
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ue thinks that he can go out now and earn about ^14—$16 

a day. He is not going out with the others because his 

wife is not too well and he has to do the washing and other 

work arouna the house. 

9 * Relocation Broadcasts ¿Einidokan attitude 

Quite recently outside jobs h«r e be<ai announced in various 

parts of the Project by means of trucks with loudspeakers 

to ,7S 

stationed at several places. It occurred/that if such a 

thing were done in xule Lake the chances were that the pro-

gram and those taking part in it would be molested in seme 

way by indignant persons. Also, whoever was doing the actual 

announcing would immediately appear to a Tulean as a paid 

inu. J3 a^ked -uick Kanaya, who worked in the Comiunity 

analysis ¡Section, why it was that the Minidokans seeaed so 

unconcerned. 

-'ick explained th$t the broadcasting w$s being done by 

Xkjuru Hakamura, chairman of the block managers. He had been 

an announcer in Seattle, was 46 years of age, and a citizen. 

He himself prob bly did not relocate because he had several 

children. ~ick explained that th^tt i tude of the people here 

even before segregation was that of indifference. The announ-

cing of outside jobs was ail right. I f they didn't like 

i t , they didn 't have to pay ary attention to i t . Tney turned 

down the Community Charter for a similar reason, "hy 

start anything and have trouble. Ihey were satisfied with 

things as they were. 

10 . iilock 13 Meeting for Tu leans 

i estsrday a block me ting was held for C l e a n s . JS did 

not here about it in time to attend, and heard about it 
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later from L£r. Tanlguchi/ in the shower room. The meeting 

V7c- cp.lied with the purpose of acquainting the iuleans with 

some of the block customs. One was that each family was 

expected to contribute 25 cents a month to take care of 

death, births, marriages, ev.c. The matter of obtaining 

kindling wood for each block was brought up. It was pointed 

out that kindling wood could be gotten by going out to a 

r'iie in the ¿ M sagebrush (around Block 5 ) . Arrangements 

were made so that if the people would go out an stack up 

their own pilot a truck would be sent to bring them back to 

the block. 

I I . ¿¿iniftokan attitude 

A remark by a member of Block 13 seem to indicate the 

trend of attitudes here on the Project. "Vie* re ail considered 

loyal now, and nobody seems to complain very much now. I t ' s 

exactly the opposite from before. *ow those who complain 

are likely to be unpopular now." 
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1 . resettlement lan; Kog farm 

The attitude of different individuals toward seasonal work 

and relocation differ . Some are satisfied to go out to do 

seasonal work several months of the year and come back here 

for the rest of the year. Some Isseis—probably very few— 

are not satisfied unless they can relocate themselves and 

become independent on the outside. Still others, prefer 

to ramain in here and not go out for any sort of work. This 

is true of some Kibeis, who believe that it would make them 

disloyal to Japan to work for the U .S . Yoshiko {Kiyono, 

formerly) and her Kibei husband probably are not going out 

for this reason. Last night 1 met an Iasei in the bath who 

was not satisfied witl^feoing out to do seasonal work, and 

wanted to start a hog farm. 

He was an Issei , probably in his f i f t ies . Last fall he 

had gone out on a contract just to look around for a pros-

pect of raising hogs. He figured that part of the garbage 

that was beinr sent out here could be utilized to raise 

hogs with profit. Hogs were selling now for about SO cents, 

and they could be raised with profit if it sold for eight 

cents. He thought that he could raise them on yearly con-

tracts with some farmer, who could furnish him with part 

of the equipment and land. He contacted some of the Cau-

casian farmerb and even gmaranteed to make / / up for any 

loss incurred. The farmers were afraid of entering such a 

contract because they were afraid that the war would be 

over by the following spring, since tfrie Axis nations were 

hitting so hard at the Allies. One fanner toid him: MYou fll 

be coning next spring with your overcoat on to say goodbye." 
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( corit* d) 
man18 desiring to go into 

P, 

some enterprise / / are brought out by what Vie says: 

"everybody goes out for seasonal w r k now, but many of 

them are going to find that the work isn 't as easy as they 

lup ose« All of them figure on earning about . 10 a day, 

but it1 a not as e a y as all that. You have to p ay for your 

board and room, and you won' t have v^ork all of the time» 

Also, you are likely to spend a lot ox what you earn. I 

Went out last year and found out that it would oe difficult 

to come out even. Of course, I had never done farm work 

before, and I couldn't work as much as the others. But 

if it was hard for me to earn 60 or 70 per cent of the 

others, it was probably hard for the others to earn what 

they did. Many people figure that by working two or three 

Lionthù on the out bide it1 s going to be the same ab working 

the year round in the camp, but i t ' s not going to be that 

easy. Farm work is not as easy as it might seem./ 

"On the other hand, if I can start come business of my 

ov/n, I ' l l be able to get along. I won't have to slave, 

ard still be pble to break even. If I'm lucky, I ' l l be 

able to make seme money. 'ith conditions as they are at 

present you c; n break even in almost any kind tff business. 

1 figure that the war is goinr; to last a long time, and 

that who wins is anybody's gue&b. Since the war situation 

is a l ittle different this year, I haven't given up hope 

entirely of being able to start something on the outside. 

" I f you can break even on the outside, you'll have the 

satisfaction of beins independent and taking care of you 

own needs. However. I don't intend to support myself as 
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1 . Kesettlement Plans Hog farm (cont'd) 

a farm laborer. I don1 t see any sense in rushing out just 

now. 

"oomecne wrote in one of the Japanese papers that they 

should be paia a sum of y 500 if they went out. I>ut he wanted 
they 

the matter of what/would do if they aid not like it on the 

outside open for further discussion." 

Analysi as '¿his urn is willing to relocate, provided cer-

tain conditions are met. he doesn't want to become a farm 

laborer because the work is too hard for him. He is pre-

pared to raise hogs in partnership with someone else. 

2 . -.ovie in Minidoka 

La3t night Kat tie and I went- to a movie in ¿lock 34, h- ving 

heard about it from some girls in the messhall. According 

to their account, movies here are run a little differently 

from Tule Lake. In the first place, the movie is a private 

enterprise. Evidently, there has been some protect to have 

the 3?RA take over the enterprise, but so f< r no action rias 

been taken on this matter. Those seeing the movie are bein^ 

charged ten cents each, whereas the recreation dep. rt.ment 

in iuie Lake was making a rrofit with a five cents admission. 

41.0vies are held in the theater located in the r34 Rec Kail. 

The floor toward the end of the hull is elevated to improve 
is 

visibility. The icous^io/, however, very poor. Vwo 

showings are held each ni{$ht of the wejk except on b ndays. 

(This may not be accurate.) The second showing began st 

5 .00 plm. and only about 75 attended. Both the comedy and 

ti.e feature *ere third-rate mcvies. Evidently, recreation 

is not very well organized here as in Tule Lake. 
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1 . 1'ulean. Qpinion--ai*iuie aakatio 

..iost of the C l e a n s seem to agree fairly well in 
s 

the thing Li they criticise about Minidoka. ^ few oi thorn 

thin' that t is olaoe is 'all r ight f
n but a larger number 

feel that îule Lake \m:> mo h better. Minnie , mho has been 

working in the Ad Bldg. since her arrival here, probably 

represents the view of a Suiean office worker, ¿he said : 

"ïhe Ad bldg here is a >aes&. Uhey don 't have a proper 

f i l ing system, and when they don 't kao\i what to do v ith a 

thing, they throw it in the r»ast6~paper buh,:et. -^e g ir ls 

from X'ule .^ake wording t ere all say that , 

" I t ' s harder to get alon vA-'.h iiaku^ins here than in 

i'ule Lake. In Lule Lake I thought it ;ms bad enough. You 

a an joke with them and things like thr>.t and they ' l l ta&© 

you ho:ae in their oar, but there 's a l i a i t . Back hj$e when 

I lived among Caucasians* they never treated ua liice that . 

"ïhe Japanese here don't seaa to complain about any-

thing. ï ' i fro i the f>M Horth, bat 1 don't think aich of 

a lot of the people here. You've got to fight for your 

rights» X don 't like the attitude of a lot of fc..e;:e Cau-

casians who try to mizo you relocate. In 2ule mike people 

like Huyoke a .à -taith were like that , 2he more they told 

ae to go out the les« I war. te 4 to-, /'.r. ^mith just about 

forced his former secretary to take an oatsid 

e o o » 

"sone of the Einidok&ns are waiting for C l e a n s to 

start complaining to the administrât ion abc ut a loi of things 

since the people here are too quiet to do do the a;elves.57 
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2 . M^rmir Eafemo on M e 

Minnie seems to have a fairly gooa h e i g h t Into the 

nature of some of the anointed personnel wribers in Sale 

Lake. Some of her views are biased, but she seems to be 

nble to recognize the tare nature of many of them. She 

recognises that so^te of them are sincere in their sympathy 

for the Japanese. while others are there only for the money. 

It wouia be profitable to have her vttte an analysis of 

the staff , hut for the present aeae of the observations that 

she has made is Jotted down here. 

llont?omery is two faced. ¿>he ilayed up to Carter and 

tried so hard to ret a raise in oayl ¿he was l i n i n g around 

with a sore ankle or something and tekinp for sympathy of 

everyone, when she received the nev/e that she had received 

a raise in pay that amounted to about #600* She seemed so 

plad and even hopped around, arid even took the trouble to 

call ut> Dr. f on- the phone, ifcftf there just for t' e 

money. 

. Sunder son is rtood toward the Japanese. 7.rhen the segre-

gation went into effect he told t h ^ e r ciiers that he wasn't 

going to stand for any of them considering the students 

disloyal citizens. He wanted fthea to quit if tha ' s the way 

they felt about i t . and some of the* did cult. He also 

notified in writing all applicants for teaching positions 

of his position. 

HarknesB and Carter never pot aion? with each other. 

'¿hey both came in and H i eritisiied each other. I knov 

Harknees wasn't so sympathetic towards the Japanese because 

he .fired people who were too pro-Japanese, ^e talked of 
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£. Minnie i^-kano on ¿ale LgkeAdrainiBtraUon (cont'd) 

Mlso Topping vs if she were out of her head. 

Mi St Lucas w s p r o b a b l y the worst of all in the 

whole administration. She didn't like the fret t at 

I wis working in the same of floe with .Ir • Hsrkness, 

when she wasn't allowed to ait in the same roou with 

Ivtr • Best, ¿he tried to keep oertein people she didn't 

like out of Best's office, ¿he didn't like my just 

w; Iking into Beat's office without a,.king her permis-

sion* i 

i'lack (recent arrival and head of ¿OLuaunity 

Management Division) certainly seemed as if he difin' t 

know anything. All he did was to sit with a pipe or 

cigar in his mouth. 
pre 

Dr. Jaooby and 3,t. Ooler/ierhEps the best of a l l . 

although 1 didn't know Jr . Opler so very -ell. -e 

se med a little slow the v/ay he talked, but he Gould 

even peo >le like ^r . i edicord* 

Smith acted as If licji were sympathetic tow i ds 

the Ja >^ne86f but he could be otherwise when he wanted 

to be. 

I don't know about Best, although X ..set1, to go in and 

talk vith him. 

Moi. 't a c t i o n ¿te-.hiify to me because he jusi takes me sick. 

3 . ~rs. Ua^aio .»orlkawa. iffieel at ¿avt^q 

-¿rs. .s to -¿orlkawa is a ^ b e i , . ho or-.Lae back to this 

country in 1935. ¿he's iarried/j/ to a ..Ibei who is now a 

civilian instructor at erjap ¿avage. ..lie's working in the 

laess all in ¿lock I S , waiting for her husband to make 
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arrangements to call for her. Yesterday it was her day 

off and x sat opposite her in the messhali. I started to 

talk to Her, since she lived next to me across the hallway* 

I is earned, that her husband -had/ volunteered» and a. sired her 

i f he vjere still ft "5p.mr» After an awkward ^ause 

she proceeded to explain in Japanese their oredioanentt 

"He 's civilian instructor. Man y people as suae that 

he volunteered, ard c 11 him jjm end all sorts of ¿izma, 

And I have to go f round explaining the situation to ay 

friends. hen the c 11 for volunteers came out the first 

tine in December, he went for an interview, but he didn 't 

v lunte»r. I f M e e i a were go in- to be drafted any*:ay, he 

wanted to go to C-mo ~-vrre, but he felt that it was foolish 

to volunteer i f -riseis were not goinr to be drafted. I t ' s 

foolish serving in the Array over here. But he was of fered 

the position of a civilian instructor, and he felt th&t i f 

he took it it would serve to defer hin from the «raft* le's 

there as a civilian instructor, sncl i t ' s not ouite so bad 

as serving in t? e tomy. 

"Yes , I ' d like to return to Ji - n , although in many 
• 

ways living is easier here in America** 

4 . I:.u,ei or. Resettlement 

Yesterday after supper I set in V e laundry room 

where 7 or 8 Is eie fathered to talk. One man was talking 

about his childhood relationship with the royal fatally. 

There was r.o talk of the war. The man sitting next to me 

asked me i f I were working- yet. I told him that I wasn 't , 

but that I was studying. u e thought that it was a good 

ider for those with poor health to recuperate, r-nd thought 

that studying was a good idea, too. I mentioned that 
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4 * Xaj'ei on settlement (cont* &) 

the people '«erf? a©e;:ied ¡irett,v we3.1 satisfied. He enldi 

nYes, those who were rich before aren't so'satisfied 

with this place. those who liv.jfl in town, had several 

children, and had dif iculty suo^ortina: them, rind this 

)1 ce a haven, 7ery few people are soln=; to eove this 

lace, now. 

''The pr©lile.:n i s , of source, whst is goifeg to hap en 

to as after the war. Bv r i f we ere allowed to live freely 

in America, they ern't { M i l jus4 throw us out of this 

nli.ee. Aftex/.ll, we didn't as-: to be out in a pl-ce like 

this* tChey took our property awey from ns an 3 arov: us 

into a place like this. £J?e Gov rn t has th^esnonai-

"billty « f seeing to it that we are reestablished baok into 

normal l i f e . " 

1'hls mn. probably has brought out what is one of the 

chief obatsolesto the resettlement oro^ram. ¿he people 

te 1 th.-1 it is ti e governaer.t' s responsibility to see to 

it V cvfc they art looked after for the deration, since it 

took aw-'7 their raeans of livelihood» or this reason, they 

resent the fact that relocation Is 'being encouraged, bat 

no real concessions, such cash "rants// in 1 v.rr.e amouhts, 

are betnf cade. 

5 . êr-;re nation; ?ndicord v . s . Opler 

According to . dnnie r:ak»no, tiarknea^' secretary, .-'edl-

oord disliked to attend division meetings, lie m »ad© to 

appear in one of them, and he got into a very heated argtt-

.71® t with Dr. Opler, i>r. Goler mentioned that th© segre-

gation program was a mistake. Dr. Pedicordl e»-ne baok and 

said that no one had any right to say that, ^rcers 
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5. Sfff|regatlQHi P a ^ M r a V.b* Onler (cont'd) 

were orders, and they should he followed. 

Here ire see the fundamental difference in the way 

r person like 3)r. Opler saw the segregation program 

c.r d the way in which it was interpreted by a man lil^e 

Dr. PedicorcU One cot to the very essence of the -rro-

gram; the other viewed it as an administrative order to 

be carried out. One crlcnlated for hitaself whet should 

be done and what should be rvoifted, even golr ~ to the es-

tent of Ignoring orders from above or telling superiors 

hor thlnpa ought to b- run, The other w e / / / / satisfied 

with iSerely following instructions to the letter. This 

often coincided with the fret that the W*f for ier was 

very muoh concerned about the wifelfare of the evacuees, 

whereas the latter did not care« 
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1 . Pick Sato on seasonal work 

Yesterday I met Pick and hls^ wife in the messhall, 

and asked him why he dian't go out to pick potatoes. 

His reply was: "For the damn Haknjlnsf" I then turned 

to his wife and asked her: "Why don't you make your 

husband go out and earn some moneyi" Her reply was: 

I ' d rather have my husband here with ne than have money 

Then Pick said: " I t ' s no use-having money because there 

nothing to buy ih Twin Palls , Anyway, after the war 

money may not mean a thing. It may take hundreds of 

dollars just to buy a loaf of bread." 

I remember Dick as the fellow I armed with at the 

first organisational aeatlng of the co-op in i'ule Lake. 

Re ras against setting up a co-op at that tiae , ar cuing 

that the IRA should handle i t . 

Pick says that he 's not ^oinr< shut to do seasonal 

work. He's taking ante of the dehydrating plant here, 

since that's hie line of work, tie exoeots to go out and 

get a >200 job ?ihen he does get a job on the outside. 

He thinks with his education he 's worth tfc t much. 
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1 / Housing .Division 

From Takeda I ' ve gotten more information on the 

Housing Division. Mr. Hashiguohi, who takes care of 

Section E, is disliked by everyone, and there seems to 

be good reasons for i t . Whenever there is a room vacant 

in his district , he makes it difficult for people to 

get them unless, as Takeda puts i t , he "receives a p;ood 

of fer . " Hashiguchi is accused tof taking bribe money t&or 

desirable rooms, although this is not an established 

fact . Takeda does not like the fact , however, that H. 

does not give his rooms out freely. In this resoect, 

Miura, who handles Section 1 is better, since he has 

told ir. Takeda that he can put oeople into vacant rooms 

in Section I , provided that the right number of nersons 

occupy the room. ir. Hashi u/chi says th- t he has to 

keep rooms vacant for the peo le who will come back from 

seasonal work. 

2o break the bottleneck iakeda is en eavoring to 

get a ruling that a room must be given up by the Board 

i f someone with a good reason wants to move into i t . 

After a l l , there are families doubled up yet. He went 

to Mr. Ab ott with this suggestion, but the latter was 

afraid to do anything rbout i t . Mr. Takeda thought that 

Abbott was afraid of H. Abbott said that the Board should 

decide for i t se l f . T . said that he would bring the mat-

ter ur> at a staff meeting i f Abbott would back him up. 

Ab ott was i f raid to endorse the idea, but told M m to 

go ahead and bring the matt 

er up for himself, end he would 

b <$k it up. H'.says that h e ' l l bring the matter up at 
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the next staff meeting—he waan1t afraid. He 's also 

made the suggestion that sections bejfyi handled by dif-

ferent members of the Board in rotation. It happens 

that Hashigufthi and .iliura have the desirable districts, 

and T . doesn't . He wants to break the hold that H. 

has on the housing situation. 

ICintaro Takeda 

Thus far Takeda has been fairly successful as a 

leader of the evacuees both In Tule Lake and here. His 

attitudes, unlike those of Vr. Ichihcshi, for instance, 

make for leadership qualities, '»hen he left Tule Lake, 

for instance, some of the peo >le wanted to know whether 

he had lost faith in Japan. His answer way rather sim-

ple . CtfLy £0,000 people were remaining in Tule Lake, 

while there were 130,000 Japanese outside of that cen-

ter. He did not care which side way rif-'ht or wrong. 

He was for the/ majority of the people. He explained 

hi 8 philosophy of leadership! 

" It doesn't do any good i f you don't have the people 

on your side. In Tule Lake people got together, and 

so that's what you had to do over there. You co#e here 

and find that people can't get together. The place is 

too scattered, for one thing. Each one i<f> is for him-

self here, and so that 's what I 'm going to do. You can 't 

organize this place when the people doesn't want i t . To 

be a leader you have to be a servant of the people and 

work for them without getting anything in return. I f you 

don't follow the people, then you are no longer a leader . " 
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Qhikara Koike. ¿ibel 

Chikara is a ¿iibei, £1 years of age. He returned 

from Japan in 1937. He attended ir.tsmaoto Co imerfi&al 

School for a while. He 's typically Kibeisfc in hie at-

titudes and in his circumstances/ it should be remem-

bered that Kibeis are a product ae much of clroumatruces 

as of a difference in background from 1 iseis . 

¿ie seeks the compa/inionship of Cibeis. . Ue wanted 

to know whether there were other iabeis here in the block 

and pointed out the fact that he had seen Yoshiko Kiyono 

here, He knew her because she used to teach English to 

Kibeis . 

His family is out working in Y;*lla Walla. 'iic H f t / 

could not If ve Sale Lake with them because of his no-no 

answer. He changed his answer at the time of the segre-

gation hearing, but did not disclose the fact too much 

to his Kibei friends, because he was 6£reid of being ac-

cused of being hikokumin (disloyal) . 

He 's disappointed in America, ^e had a lot of hopes 

when he came, but found that he couldn't get very far 

because of his inability to master the .inglish language. 
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Dillon S . Myer Conference 

Community Representatives — <• — 

Introductory Talk: 

Mr. Chairman, Folks of Minidoka City: 
It has been almost a year since I had the chance to x± 

visit Minidoka. I have, during the last year, visited many 
centers, and have seen a gre§t many developments and changes. 
I was here before, when man^r of you were comparatively new 
residents. We have had a great many problems, and some 
were very big ones. We went through a thorough investiga-
tion and there was a period when it was very hard for your 
people, when you didn 't have the chance to have a Bay. We 
are now a good organization. 

{5 think you all know, particularly in this center, 
that relocation is the major objective. Teh WRA cannot 
carry out a program unless you want us to . We are more or 
less in the same boat, so we have to work out our program 
jointly in order to get the job done. We have been quite 
successful in doing this. They have gone better than I have 
expected. We are looking ahead for yanr more than we have 
now. We think it is just as essential for us, even though 
you are going back to Y/as&ington and Oregon after the war, 
regardless how old or young you are. I do not want to say 
that we can't do i t . You're the people who are directly 
affected — more involved than anyone else. 

Relocation up to now has been made up largely of 
people between the ages of 17 to 40 — the early half of 
the Japanese people. I would say about 85% relocated have 
&een n iseis . In my opinion, we have to move on to family 
relocation. Housing is one of the major problems and there 
will be few others, too. I am quite convinced that the only 
stanoonr: sound thing is to get ahead with relocation on the 
basis of understanding and goodwill. 

Administrative Policy of the IRA-

It is of course that there is a policy of permitting 
self-government, i f you want to have i t . The project 
director has the responsibility fo r all the expenses. 
There is no question in my aind that the project director 
is the final authority. There are certain things that the 
people of the communtiy ought to be willing to take, but 
they must be willing to assume responsibility. I do have 
a policy to set up a community council. This project at 
one time had a plan and had voted it down. We prefer that 
there will be a representative form of government —— a sort 
of a trial and error type of development. We have had to 
revise in certain parts. I feel now, particularly now, 
that we have moved and completed the segregation program, 
that we can have community government here. 

Of course, we have a problem, the main problem, iihe 



method of approach* We do have various variations. I 
should say that the policy is wide open. The Project 
Director is always going to have some responsibility that 
he cannot give to anyone else. There will be certain res-
ponsibility largely for the council and the Project Direct-
or to carry on. Joint responsibility should be shouldered 
in a cooperative way. 

The possibility of appointment through the civil ser-
vice to the administration is very slender. In my opinion, 
we hope we won't . For the reason i f we do start, there will 
be a basis of conflict that will disrupt the whole program. 
We will do ever$£hing in our power to assist people who 
want to work on the civil service, but there is very little 
possibility of appointment under the civil service to the 
administrative staffs of the projects. 

School Buildings: 

We didn 't get started on the construction as we had 
hODed. The WPB^finally authorized four buildings, such 
as shops and labs, but told us to use barracks for high 
school. A high school type construction auditoriums for 
all the centers is recommended. The problem is to find 
enough labor and material and the problem of setting up 
priorities . Ours is just getting underway. There is a 
policy to provide a high school, and the auditorium will 
be available for commentty purposes. 

Question: (Mr. Y. Urakawa) Will it be contrary to your 
policy for a mere representative government by negotiation? 

Answer: No. I hate to have these self-appointed pressure 
groups, group in power. It fehould be on the basis of a 
sound election, rather frhan a group of certain people. We 
would prefer to have folks represented. I much prefer the 
advisory council. 

Termination of Employment: 

I don't know all the facts , and I refuse to base my 
judgment until I have all sides of the question. There are 
great numbers of people relocating, but it is not purely a 
matter to force the people to do something. It is a policy 
to be worked out satisfactorily for everyone concerned. I 
know that Minidoka has a good record on relocation. This 
is the ma#or object of the WRA. I f we have overstepped, 
naturally, we want to sit down and talk about them. 

The toughest problem is the project employment. We 
had a great many on the payroll. The number of employees 
on each of the projects must be determined in order to 
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make sure how many people we need on various jobs. It 
does, of course, mean that there will be probably some sel-
ection of those folks who will collaborate on the $ob. The 
termination of employment on project jobs was not intended 
to force people out of the projects. There may have been 
some misinterpretations. It is essential that we carry on 
necessary functions. 

Medical Care: 

Most of the people have better care now£ and cer-
tainly better care than on the outside. In the last three 
or four months, we have had difficulty in maintaining the 
necessary number of dootors. It was not planned to have 
more than four or five doctors in the centers. This a-
mount is more than the ordinary county has. We are trying 
to render the service that we must operate, so that M i s 
program will maintain good health and good records. I 
assure you that we are doing everything that we can, and 
trying to do more. We have recently a public health ser-
vice to assume some responsibility. We have tried to 
work this out. We ksczs are having some success, but are 
not sure how successful* 

(Cinfidential - re internee doctors) 

Food Problem: 

As we look ahead in relocation, we look ahead with 
concern and understanding that it will get tougher and 
tougher to get food. We are getting land in shape and live 
stock in shape, so you can have BiiQugh meat and enough eggs 
and enough vegetables, simply because it will get harder' 
and harder to get them on the market. We may have some 
difficulty in getting some kidgs of f i sh . We will not 
starve, however. But because of the price situation and 
the problems of transportation, we may not be able to get 
the right kind of foods at the righ$ time. But we shall 
see to it that you shall have the proper quality of foods 
as well as the proper quantities of food. 

Question: (Mr. 3?. Tokuda) Why is it that the evacuees 
are charged with the cost of rotten fish which is delivered 
and thrown away? 

Answer: I don't know. 

Clothing Allowance: 

This matter has been considered very thoroughly. We 
have decided not to change the polioy in general. In the 



early days, the only provision was to grant rough clothes 
for the workers. Temporarily, we are not providing em-
ployment to everybody who wishes to work at the certain 
job which they choose, because we do not have enough jobs 
open for them'. However, I think that it is working out 
reasonably well , I doubt i f there is great change in cloth-
ing prices, because of ceiling prices. The price situation 
has not changed much. I realize how you people feel to go 
ask for grants. For those people who want to get more 
clothes, we will try to find him a job on the outside, so ? 
that he can buy clothes. 

Reauest by P . Tokuda: Give more lenient instructions to 
the WRA administrative officials regarding Public Assist-
ance Grants. In the policy of the WBA, the administrative 
officials are unnecessarily humiliating and embarrassing 
the evacuees. 

In the policy of the WRA we will have to have all of 
the facte before we give out ffioBBy, clothing or anything. 
I know that we have to justify every penny of the expenses 
that we have. I believe that we should not simply hand out 
money in the way of grants. 

Social Welfare: 

It has been a problem to take care of the larger 
families. It will be necessary to make applications show-
ing the need for money. This is the only way then can be 
helped. 

Concluding Statement 

There Is ont thing that I think should be mentioned 
as a matter of great deal of importance. We have in the 
evacuee total, about one-third of the folks who came from 
Japan, and two-thirds are Hisei . And out of the 2 / 3 , one-
half of the Niseis have relocated. As I look around this 
room, I find that the majority of the folks are Isseis . 
That means that we have a different situation. We have 
to work together, and lean backwards to understand. I hope 
you will not make this and old man't camp. It is going to 
be harder and harder to run this camp. We have to work 
together, and keep up our Americanization. This is a pro-
blem, and is going to be a little bit hard to work out. 



MINIDOKA. RELOCATION CENTER 

Dillon S . Myer Conference 
Community Representatives 
October 25 , 1943; 1 : 00 p .m. 
Administration Rec# Hall 

INTRODUCTORY REI.IARKS: 

On behalf of the residents of the Minidoka relocation 
center, and as one of the representatives of the community, 
I wish to extend our greetings and welcome to Mr. iiyer, 
our national director. We are very happy to have you with 
us today, to meet with you and to discuss various problems 
with you. Out of this conference with you, we are hoping 
that certain issues will be clarif ied , and that you will 
not only carry away with you a better understanding of 
the present condition of this center but also that we shall 
have a better understanding of the WRA and its policies . 

Although we are going to present some issues that may 
seem controversial or even questionable, we hope that you 
will understand that the discussion which will follow is 
intended as constructive suggestion and recommendations by 
the people of this project» We intend, by no means, to 
raise personal issues, nor do we feel that we have covered 
all points thoroughly. We are raising issues to hear 
your suggestions and opinions concerning them, and to call 
your attention to what we believe to be valid grievances. 

In order to facilitate that discussion, we, the repre-
sentatives of the people, with their consent and with the 
approval of the block delegates, as verified by their 
signatures, have adopted an agenda containing five major 
topics, vizj 

f 

1 . the basic administrative policy of the 7/RA 
and general questions. 

£. the local hospital situation. 
3 . the food or stewards division. 
4 . the matter of olothinr allowances, and 
5 . the social welfare of the oroject residents. 

The sub-committees of the block representatives have 
worked up reports on each topic, and the reports having 
been ratified by the committee as a whole, we are present-
ing them to you for your consideration. 

Since our time is so strictly limited, and as your 
time is valuable, we wi l l turn directly to the matters 
at hand. 



ADMINISTRATIVE POLICY OP THE WRA 

1 . What is the basic policy of the WHA with regard to 
community self-government with particular respect to the 
Minidoka Center? 

We understand that a form of community self-government 
has been authorized for all relocation centers. As 
a point of information, it must be stated that a plan 
of self-government haa once been rejected by the resi-
dents of this center. 

We further understand that regardless of the type of 
self-government adopted by the center residents, that 
the project director, in the final analysis, either 
or both in theory and in practice, will retain and 
exercise the f inal power. 

However, in this connection, the specific question 
arises: under self-government, to what degree may 
the representative bodies of community government act 
to influence the judgment or decisions of the project 
director? Obviously, to be of any value, the community 
government must have some degree of influence. We 
believe that unless the community government be clothed 
with sufficient influence and power so as to affect 
final decisions, relating to local issues, according 
to the dictates of the people, there would be no pur-
pose or value to community self-government. 

Further, in conducting the affairs of the center resi-
dents, to what extent may the community self-government 
bodies exercise final discretionary powers? in matters 
of purely local concern, we feel that the community 
government ou^ht to have, and must have, i f it is to 
actually function, f inal jurisdiction in such matters 
as are of purely local concern. 

And f inally , with due respedt to our own project di-
rector, and without any intent to cast any reflections 
or aspersions at Mr. Stafford, in the hypothetical event 
that the final decisions of the project director and 
the representative body of the community d i f fer , 
admitting that the project director's decision will 
prevail in the immediate present, what recourse will 
the representative body have, aside £rom the dubious 
methods of strikes and walk-outs, which wi l l be ef-
fective? Or, in elaborating this thought, in the event 
that the appointed personnel adopt a dictatorial 
or arbitBary attitude with regard to any issue that 
might arise , what is the proper procedure and the 
officially-sanctioned method of redress for the repre-
sentative body? We believe that with final authority 
resting in the appointed personnel, that ther is room 
for abuses, and that the community ought to have effect-
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ive , and off icially recognized means to nullify such 
possible abuses» 

2 . Is there any possibility that evacuee residents can be, 
or will bef appointed to the administrative staffs of the 
WKA, under regular civil service procedures, on the pro-
jects? 

It is pointed out that there are many qualified ev&ouee 
residents on the projects, and among whoa relocation 
may not be feasible or desirable at the present time. 
In view of the present-day manpower shortages, it is 
respectfully submitted that the evacuee residents ought 
to be extended the fullest opportunity to appointment 
to the administrative staff of the VBA, whenever 
qualified, on the projects. 

In particular, althought the poiiit will no doubt be 
mentioned again, it is pointed out particularly in 
view of the present shortage of doctors, that evacuee 
doctors are perfectly qualified to serve on the hospital 
staffs . It is believed that i t is only equitable 
that such persons be appointed, provided that they can 
qualify under civil service rules , to perform pro-
fessional services in their medical capacities, at a 
normal and ordinary rate of compensation. 

In a l l professional f ields , where unusual skills or 
abil it ies are required, it seems only reasonable 
that whnever an evacuee resident performs services, 
that a reasonable compernsation be provided. And 
further, it i s submitted that the residents of these 
centers are not here by choice, and may be prevented 
by circumstances from relocating. It is strongly urged 
that all such persons ought to be given an equal op-
portunity to earn according to their ab i l i t ies , and 
not according to some art i f ic ial , arbitrary, honorary/ 
soale. 

3 . The residents of the Minidoka Center urgently request 
and strongly urge that separate school buildings be construct-

ed at the Minidoka Center. 

At the present time, the schools of the Minidoka 
Center are held in two half-blocks, which comprise the 
grade schools, and a single block which constitutes 
the high school. Under such inadequate conditions, we 
feel that they children are being tremendously handi-
capped when they should subsequently fina themselves 
in the outside world trying to adjust themselves to 
normal l iving . Moreover, with such maiveoshift arrange-
ments, we feel that it is jeopardizing the future of" 
our children as the physical set-up of the school pro-
hibits satisfactory education, training and guidance. 

Moreover, the temporary housing of the schools in the 
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regtilar blocks aggravates the acute houBing shortage 
in this center» With unpredictable increases in the 
number of residents at this center, due to a yet un-
accomplished movement from Tuie Lake' and those who will 
be applying for re-induction even after having been 
granted indefinite leaves, the housing situation will 
become intolerable. We firmly believe that adequate 
facilities should be built for schools, and that ade-
quate housing be provided for the residents, without 
the necessity of temporarily housing the excess oonu-
lation in recreation halls , as has been done in thè 
past. 

4 . She residents of the Minidoka Center further request 
and urge that an AUDITORIUM be authorised and constructed 
for the Minidoka Center. 

We strongly feel the need for e central gathering 
place on this project in order to integrate our 
activities and our efforts. In order to be better 
able to meet the changing conditions of the present 
time, there is necessity for a community-wide dis-
cussion and planning» At oresent no such facilities 
are available . 

Moreover, in connection with cultural activities and 
in keeping contacts with the outside world, we feel 
that an auditorium is essential in order to hold joint 
meetings with outside groups, to sponsor exhibits, con-
certs, entertainments, and similar activities . In 
our programs honoring our volunteers, in ?/ar bond 
ral l ies , Red Cross drives, and other aoitivites of a 
civic nature, at present we are forced to scatter in 
individual gatherings throughout the project, which 
but poorly effectuates our purposes. 



Administrative Instruction Ko* 27 (Revised) 
dated August 4 t 194g on grounds for discharge, states; 

"Grounds for discharge shall be determined at the 
discretion of the Project Director, and shall include the 
following;" And under this oaption is given four speoifio 
grounds for the discharge of project evacuee employment. 

Recently, through the Project Kmoloyment Off ice , we 
are informed that the Project Director has found it within 
his discretion to add one more oause for discharge, namely, 
that of " the failure to acceot suitable outside 6raplyment." 
This , we presume, is to emphasize and enhance the importance 
of and to expediate the cause of relocation. We are also 
told that this "failure to accept suitable outside employ-
ment" will be applicable to each and all project emplyment 
level . 

We are here not to argue with the Director on the 
merit or demerit of the policy of relocation; neither are 
we intending to question the specific quthority given the 
Project Director relevant to the discharge of evaauee em-
ployment. The evacuees as a whole, however, do feel that 
it is our inherent right and should rest uoon each one's 
shoulder, individually, to self-de terrains in the lights of 
his ov̂ n and other extenuting circumstances, and not the 
Project Director alone, whether an outside empl^ment offer 
is suitable for him or hot. We had forced evacuation before. 
That more or less, has been found to be a mistake. Iiow 
we are confronted with another form of forced relocation. 

The majority sentiment is that we sre place in a pre-
carious position of a condemned prisoner with a hammer over 
our heads. 3uch a position taken by our Project Director 
can, we fear , result only in the deterioration rather than 
the progressive development of the policy of relocation. 
We view it as a form of a threat, and thereby arousing 
not only hesitancy but antagonism against making applications 
for outside job offers. 

V/e request the National Director to intercede in our 
behalf as that the Project Director will take every pre-
caution and thoughts before he exeroises the prerogative 
and authority given him. 



MEMORANDUM 

TO: Ur, Dillon S . Myer 
FROM: Evacuees 
SUBJECT: Clothing Allowance 

We believe that Clothing Allowance should be issued to 
all evacuees in this Projeot regardless of the evacuees's 
status or classification and that the amount of each al-
lowance should be increased because of the following rea-
sons: 

I , Pood, clothing, and shelter are three of the barest 
necessaries for existence. The WRA by its policy 
evidently believes that food and shelter should be 
provided for all evacuees regardless of whether a 
person works or not. We are unable to follow the 
ïïRA's reasoning in failing to regard clothing as 
a necessary equally as important as food or shelter 
i f life Is to be decently maintained for any length 
of time. 

I I . Under latest regulations only the following persons 
receive Clothing Allowances: 

a . A person working 15 days or more of a 
month and their dependents. 

b . Persons receiving Unemployment Compensa-
tion for 15 days or more of a month and 
their dependents. 

c . Persons receiving Public Assistance Grant. 

I I I . The so-called Unemployment Compensation since 
Augaat 4 , 1943 applies only to persons who become 
i l l while working whereas prior to that time all 
unemployed persons able and willing to work were 
included. Only persons who can prove that they are 
practically peniïess are eligible for Public As-
sistance Grant and the ordinary unemployed person 
is therefore not able to receive Clothing Allowance 
through thés source. The WRA policy of limiting 
the employment of evacuees within the Project has 
therefore not only resulted in the loss of the 
meager 16 dollars a month to the persons discharged 
but also the loss of Clothing Allowances for him-
self and his dependents until he has been reduced 
to the level of poverty and indiganoe required. 

IV. The nature of the application for Public Assistance 
Grant and for Clothing Allowance under Public 
Assistance Grant is no humiliating that many persons 
in actual need avoid recourse to i t . We do not 

believe that distribution and submission to un-



warranted hamiliation and embarrassment should be 
made a condition to recei ing Clothing Allowances 
any more that they should be made a condition to 
receiving food and shelter. 

7m Since the present Clothing Allowance amounts were 
determined the price of clothing has risen sub-
stantially. The amounts, never adequate to begin 
with, have had to be supplemented out of personal 
savings which today in many cases have disappeared. 
The clothing originally brought here by the eva-
cuees is gradually becoming unfit for use from wear 
and tear. I f actuall physical suffering is to be 
avoided the amount of each payment must be increased. 

We earnestly request that you give this matter your serious 
consideration, that WRA regulation be altered to grant Cloth-
ing Allowance to every evacuee in thsi Project, and that the 
amount of each allowance be increased. 



STEWARD DIVISIOH 

Owing to the indifferent attitude of the Steward's 
Division to the best of the Colonists, the different de-
partments within the Steward's Division are gradually ap-
proaching a cr is is . We believe a revised system in par-
chasing and distributing of food should be put into effect . 

At one particular 3 month period, fish (specifically 
Columbia River smelts) r;as cerved 3 times a week in the 
dining halls . Although the requisition stated halibut, 
mackerel, or codfish:, no variety was granted. When the 
Steward Division wired to the Quartermaster at Salt Lake 
City, in requisition for f ish , our ohoice in f ish was 
Columbia River smelt or nothing at all—take it or leave i t . 
The nature of this carload being on the verge of spoilage 
was unfit for consumption. 

On August 5th, fish was sent from Michigan--a total 
of 28 , 673 lbs . consisting of spoiled carp, mullet and 
^heephead. Though thase may be called f ish , the Japanese 
as a rule do not consume these particular tyaes. As far 
as records how, it was rejected, but paid for and supposedly 
consumed. Instead of selling this for fertiliser or other-
wise disposing i t , the fish was frozen and a month later was 
sent to the mess halls again, when it was thought that the 
previous incident was forgotten. With the meat rationed, 
we desire h more variety of edible fish in our diet . 

Meats, fruits and vegetables under the present food 
distribution systen have much spoilage and waste. The dis-
tribution of fruits and vegetables would be more appreciated 
i f they were varied during the week. By the time the last 
distribution is made, the fruits are sooiled for human con-
sumption. Spoiled foods instead of being dumped at the 
warehouse are sent to the kitchens to be thrown in the gar-
bage cans. 

Owing to a sugar shortage, last January, the residents 
rent through a period without sugar. This sugar was never 
made up when the shipment did come in . 

There is an excess of starch food values in our diet. 
Prom the health standpoint, statistical research has proved 
the detrimental effects of highly starchy diets on the hpman 
bodily functions and energy supply. 

In summary, we wish to state that the above examples 
are in reality a waste of food, acting in direct violation 
of the nresent war effort, ve would like to call your at-
tention and request: 

1 . that eome attention be given to the quality 
of food instead of. the quantity. 

E . a variety of fish of consumable ouality and 
type. 



3 . that when fruits ace requisitioned, a 
variety be selected in each carload. 

4 . a variety of food values in the menus. 

When foodstuffs of such nature are distributed to each 
dining hal l , it is in reality checked against each individual1 

daily meal allotment, although it i s not actually being con-
sumed. We would like to call your attention to this par-
ticular point in reference to the nature of food being al-
loted to the residents. 



HOSPITAL REPORT 

We want to take this opportunity of calling to the atten-
tion of Mr, Myer, project director and medical officer certain 
phases of the medical service in this project. 

This report was prepared by a group of laymen and is in-
tended to give you a picture of the medical situation as it 
appears to an evacuee layman. Furthermore, this is merely s 
one-sided report in the sense that no attempt was made to ob-
tain facts and explanations from those in authoritative posi-
tion. 

We are fully aware that the war has caused shortage of 
doctors, medical supplies and equipment throughout the country. 
We have tried to avoid making the comparison, often resorted 
to by some patients unknowingly, between the present project 
service and private medical service prior to the war. We are 
also aware that the attitude of some of the appointed personnel 
in general toward the evacuees is bound to be influenced by 
the prevailing atmosphere of the country as a whole against 
persons of Japanese ancestry. In this connection, too, 
have endeavored not to make comparisons based on pre-was stand-
ards. Taking into consideration all these conditions and 
circumstances, we still feel that important improvements can 
be made in regard to the quality and auantity of medical ser-
vice here in the project. 

In the first place, we believe that facilities for trans-
porting patients is not adequate. Some 9 ,000 evacuees resid-
ing in this project over an area miles long must rely sole-
ly upon such motor transportation as is furnished them by WRA# 

The project has four ambulance trucks, one cargo truck, 
and one passenger oar for the use of the hospital. The in-
terior of these ambulance trucks are the same as ordinary cargo 
trucks. When transporting patients o n a stretcher, the 
stretcher is laid directly upon the truck floor. Of these 
4 truoks, three of them are at present out of commission due 
to mechanical defect«. 

The cargo turok above mentioned is used mainly to trans-
port hospital empireea daily. But due to a lack of available 
vehicles, it is b ^ n g used for emergencies« 

The passenger oar also just mentioned is used almost 

exclusively for 3 purposes: 

1 . to transport nurses who go out on home calls: 
2 . to transport expectant mothers who come to the hospital 

jj/L for pre-natal care on Tuesday and Thursday after-
noons. 

3 . to transport mothers and babies who come to the 

well-baby clinic every Friday afternoon. 



This o&r is controlled in such manner that it is almost im-
possible to use it even in emergencies when neither the am-
bulance nor the cargo truck is available. 

As an example, last Friday afternoon there was an emer-
gency call from block £8. In answer to the call the cargo 
truck was sent because the ambulance truck was not then avail-
able. Upon arriving at the patient's apartment, the driver 
learned that the patient had the usual symptoms of acute appen-
dicitis and the mother insisted that he was in no condition 
to be transported on a truck. The driver returned to the hos-
pital feeling sorry and ashamed and requested another driver 
to go back to get the patient with a more suitable vehicle. 
Thesecond driver tried to obtain permission to use the pas-
senger car, which was then not in use, but he was flatly re-
fused. Determined to do something about i t , he finally suc-
ceeded about 10 minuted later in getting the key to the car 
by means of a ruse, whereby he pretended that he was gofng 
to use it to take home an expectant mother after pre-natal 
examination. The patient in question was brought to the hos-
pital in this oar. About two hours later this same patient 
was on the operating table undergoing a voendietomy. lie is 
making satisfactory progress. 

In regard to other facilities such as medical supplies 
and instruments arid hospital equipment, we, as laymen, are 
not competent to pass upon their adequacy. 

For the same reason, we refrain from commenting upon 
the question of professional skill and competency of the medical 
personnel. We believe that most of the doctors and nussee 
are competent. However, in the course of our none-too§ tho-
roughly study of the subject, we have come into possession 
of such information as w i l l , in our opinion, warrent your 
serious attention regarding their individual competency, both 
from the standpoint of medical skill and also from the stand-
point of temperamental fitness to treat evacuee patients. 

At present, we have three Caucasians doctors and two 
Japanese doctors. Judging by their number alone, and in the 
view of the war-time doctor shortage, the situation may not 
appear to be too serious. But we believe there is a definite 
shortage of available medics 1 service. In fact , some patients 
have been told authoritatively that due to a shortage of doc-
tors, tonsilectomy cannot be performed at present. These 
oases are not sent outside the project for operation. As a 
oonsequence, a number of children are suffering more or less 
from infected tonsils. 

The project hospital originally had 7 evacuee doctors, 
of whom £ now remain. The 6 who have relocated have done so 
unwillingly, reluctantly and partly under official pressure. 
Vie cannot sumpathize with such pressure brought upon any eva-
cuee and especially upon the evacuee doctors, whose services 
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are solery needed here. They understand the language of the 
older men and women patients, most of whom do not speak 
English too well , and their temperament and psychology. We 
feel and regret keenly the loss of these doctors, and we 
sincerely hope find pray that no evacuee doctor who desires to 
remain and serve the project will be compelled to relocate 
under pressure, either directly or indirectly applied, further-
more, we believe that those doctors rho have relocated under 
j i / j h / i c i r c u m s t a n c e s Just described but who desire to re-
turn and serve the project should be welcomed with open arms 
by the :7RA, and, i f possible, employed under a half-way-
reasonable compensation scale. 

Finally , we as representatives of the people, have some 
confidence in dealing with the matter of public relations 
between the medical personnel and the evacuees. There is wide-
spread dissatisfaction among: the evacuees relative to the 
attitude of the medical personnel towards the evacuee patients 
and employees. It should be pointed out in all fairness 
that this dissatisfaction is project-wide in scope. These 
criticisms, i f warrantee5, w i l l , in our opinion, develop into 
a far more serious situation than any other aspect of the 
medical situation. The kind of solution we hoe for is not 
action from above but rather remedy from the ground up through 
mutual give-and-take attitude among the medical personnel 
and the'evacuees. To this end, we would like to recommend, 
in closing, a more extensive, and frequent exchange of opinions 
between the medical personnel and the 'evacuees. 



We would like to request the director to clarify 
and make constructive suggestions on the following; 

Subject: Social Welfare• 
1 . Under the division, all those who are unable 

to work due to old age, physical weakness, and families 
with no one working, have been receiving Public As-
sistance Grants, According: to the WRA instructions, 
it is provided that the amounts to be granted shall 
be from 03 . 00 to 04 . 75 . Here in this project, all 
cases have been receiving 3 dollars which is the minimum 
amount allowed. Therefore, the question has been raised 
by the residents, who is eligible to which amount, and 
under what conditions. 

In spite of the celling prices on commodities, 
the cost of living today has been enormously increased 
that the daily necessities such as shoes and cotton 
goods have doubled in price. For this reason, we feel 
that It is only fair that the maximum amount of $ 4 . 75 
be granted to every ease, regardless of conditions. 

3 . Regarding the traveling expense for the relocat-
ing evacuees, the practice in this project has been to 
provide a sum up to v 50|00 to those persons in need of 
such grants. We feel , however, that such expenses 
should be granted to every one who is leaving on reloca-
tion regardless of their status for the reason that it 
would cost the government approximately §50.00 per month 
to have them stay within the project. This temporary 
aid will eliminate the government's further expense an# 
at the same time, this will prove a greatest inducement 
for the relocation program. 

4 . The object of the Public Assistance grants is 
in nature of rel ief , but here in this project, the pro-
cedure is such that it causes ; reat embarrassment to 
those who are qualified to make such applications. Is 
it the policy of the WRA to take such attitudes in order 
to discourage more applicants, although they are all 
needy people? I f notk we would like to request the 
director to modify the procedure such that it will not 
cause too muc£i hardship on the applicant. 



JS Journal— Tuesday, Co to ber 1943 

1 . Ohltera Koike, ¿Toei 

Yesterday evening I was talking to Koike, and we 

pot to talking about condition in Japan* He said that 

he had been over there for three months in 1941, raí was 

barely able to come back on the la t boat. In a very 

short period he had fone through all sorts of emotions, 

he said . 'Ie found conditions there2 very difficult to 

live under. lost of the luxury froods v<ere rone, ield 

hospitals had increased* There was intensive practice 

extinguishing fires started by incendiary bombs, ie 

agreed with me when he said: 

"Those peo le who exoeot to get paid a lot of in-

demnities and be welcomed in Japan are going to be mis-

taken. The standard of living in Japan is low, and it 

is not Japan's policy to dole out money to the people. 

They really don't -now what Japan is like.'* 

Koike, himself, says thnt he would return to Japan 

i f he/ were by himself. I f he o-n't understand Knglish 

he doesn't see much sense in staying here, even thou, h 

the standard of living is higher here than in Japan* 

2 . M s satisfied .iiniftokana 

Tuleans are enjoying a peculiarly favored position 

here in the project from the standpoint of the dissatis-

fied elements Vere in Minidoka* They seem to be people 

who are not in leadership positions rind who see faults 

with the way things are being run here. The ¡aain complaint 

seems to be that the Liinidoka leaders don't do enough for 

the people. Instead they play up to th6 Caucasians, and 
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2 . Pis atlftfied ..lirildokans (cont'd) 

take it out on the Japanese* ~hey have done very little 

to ooanlaln about conditions adverse to the Japanese, 

and as a oonsequenoe, the peoole here in Jinidoka are 

get ing lesc privileges than people in other centers. 

This faot has been brought home strongly to them by stories 

told by Tuleans, They are impressed .lost strongly with 

the method used by Tuleans in de ling with any Japanese 

who tries to gain advantages over the other J t j i j f a t 
of 

the expense 0 the rest of the Japanese. Anyone who sides 

with the administration against the people is dealt with 

i mediately. Hot that they are physically beaten up, but 

they are not allowed to continue in leadership positions« 

This state of affairs has lead a few dissatisfied iinido-

leans to hope for a ehrnr-e here to conform more with ways 

things were handled in Tule ¿ake. 

iiast night in the bath J r . Otani and another raan ) 

(Block 13) were discarding the situation seri/ously. 

Said -¿r. Otani: 

"After this segregation business is over, we ' l l have 

to start getting things done. I hope the oeople from 

Tule/ji Lake will be able to do something for us. The 

trouble with this place is thj t there are too many inua 

who go and tell the adninietration right away, ^nd they 

intimidate the Japanese with threats of being investig ted 

b. the FBI and being sent to j a i l . I t ' s not so bad i f we 

were treated badly b haku;jins. but when Japanese, and 

Isseis at that, act contrary to the beet interest of the 

people, we shouldn't alio1.? i t . Ve ought t i do as they do 
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2 . Dissatisfied Mjniclokana (cont'd) 

in iule Lake and do something to these people who are 

traitors to the Japanese people. I t ' s not so bad if 

we know how long we are goirift to stay here, but we don't 

know how long the war is going to lest. After a l l , this 

is the only security we have." 

Both men agreed thfct reforms should be bepun as soon 

as possible with the help of lulenns. Vithin the block, 

too, they felt that i f there v^ere dissutis/faction with 

ways things were being runt they should be brought out in-

to the open and changes made acoordinp to the ?;ish of the 

people, xhey were probably referring to the dissatisfaction 

with the way the messhall is being run. 

3 . dissatisfied .Ilrridokrius on Kesettlene.it 

One of the points of criticism of the two men was the 

resettlement policy of the admlni strati on and the support 

being lent it by some of the Japanese. Tsuru Ha £?.nura, 

the announcer, for instance, wa criticised. One man said: 

" I don't know whether he's being paid for making the 

announcements ar just offered to do i t . e tells the 

people that the government will insure them good jobs and 

living conditions on the outside. He 's on the side of t e 

adrai ni s tr at i on." 

Another criticism was the - dministration policy of 

making conditions bad in here so that people will not want 

to stay. ¿he two men were not so indignant ¿»bout that as 

the fact that some of the Japanese had encouraged the adminis-

tration to adopt this policy. .ith conditions on the oat-

' I ' ' 
I fciae as uncertain as it was they felt that they coul^iot 
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3 . Dissatisfied Minia.oksns on Reaettlenent (cont'd) 

go oat on relocation, especially when they had a large 

family. Ao one aan eria, he went to Tale Lake because 

not 

ao mny restrictions were placed on him about/being able 

to 

to go/this region or that, that he felt it was best to 

stay in Tula Lake for the duration. They felt that they 

were entitled to decent treatment for the duration. 

They also did not like the fact that work was not 

being provided for everyone Kho wanted i t . And clothing 

allowance wm not given to those who ¿¿iJ-/ did not work. 

This wat? only another way of lakinr it impossible for some 

people to stay here. One Kiaei fellow had tarried down a 

vscrk in Ohio.- go, m& &s a result was told that he could 

no longer'stay on the payroll here, even though he 's work-

ing for tl e co-op. 

One of them felt that they v.ould be ¿tore likely to 

i f o U H U I leave this place to teuce a chance on the outside 

if they were assured of being able to come back here at 

any t i$e . After a l l , they didn't want to stay in a place 

line t ia if they could possibly help i t . They only stayed 

b cause they couldn't do anything else without taking a great deal of risk. 

Analysis Until now the ;iinidokans have regained coopera-

tive with the administration* 2he administration has now 

coie out vith a policy of relocation, even if they used 

methods which served to force people out. Jfctil now coopera-

tion with the administration has been accompanied by a lack 

of conflict between the administration and the residents. 
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Disaetisfi.ed Ijiniaoiv as, on Hcaettlc^aent (cont1 d) 

f roa now on , however, further cooperation is rolnr to faiji 

m a n racking conditions in onmp as bad as possible and 

forcing as many people out of the center as possible, 

'inidokans have cone to a crossroad, where they Tiust 

relocate, or f i ht for better treatment within the center. 

The dissatisf ied elements are now be£ftimln<; to realise 

their dileiaiaa and the necessity for concerted action. 

Dissatisfied 'Inidokans on aoasinr Situation 

The housing situation c me in for criticism by the 

two .11 en. Criticise was heaped on both Hrghi^a/chi and 

. 7Iara/t although the latter had already relocated to Chicago, 

lashi^uohi was accused of taking bribe in giving out rooms. 

One couple was told that they could not have a room until 

they were mr-ied because they ;ai -ht oh;:«nge their ainds 

in the neaatime. One of the a said that the / fe it an exhilera-

ting fe ling when / h e heard that one of the .,;inidedans had 

gone to the office and turned the table in front of the 

housing board, '¿ihey seeded to hope thnt the^uleans would 

be bl e to do something ¿'or the ¿a. Perhaps, Mr. Take da , who 

• was f r o T a l e Lake and was now on the/ board, could do some-

thing. 
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RELOCATION GUIDANCE COUNCIL CCÄfMITTSE MEETING 
October 26, 1 :40 P.M. _ 
Recreation Hall 22 * ° 

The special meeting cf the Relocation Guidance Council was 
held in Recreation Hall 22 at 1 :40 P.M. with Mr. L. "J. Fclsom, chair-
man , presiding. The following members and quests were present: 
Ruth Candee, Fumi Yanapita, Georpe Takao, William Yamaguchi, James 
Sakoda, Dick Kanaya, Firr i Tambara, Fatsuharu Nakashima, Rev. Gennosuke 
Sho j i , Rev, H. L. Sakuma, J . H. Nomura, Frank Toribara, Clifford 
Tadakuma, Rev. G. Y. Fimura, Rev. T. R. Matsuda, Frank Ozawa, Thomas 
J . Mac hi da, N. Fodaira, Sachiko Fodaira, Masaru Kara da, Frank Watanabe 
Rev. T. Terakawa, Rev. H. Sugimoto, F . I sh i i , Lillian Fujihira, Ellen 
B. Herndon, Helen ¿merman, Shuji Su^awara, T. Takano, S . Soeda, 
Seiichi Hara, Florence Endo, H. Rex Lee, IT. L. Stafford, S. S. Myer, 
Vernon P . She ok, Joseph G. Beeson, John Bigelow, Chivo Tanaka, Emi 
Famachi, Teruko Akari, Violet Masuhara, V. McLaughlin, E. J. Palmer, 
Chester L . Mink, Jack Chikata, Yone, Aral, Phillip Schaffer and L . W. 
Folsom. 

Mr. Folsom: Kow many of you have the minutes of the last 
meeting and did you have a chance to read it° Are there any correcr 
tions or additions to make on the minutes cf the last meeting? 

Miss Amerman: On the first pare, -1 reported on the scholar-
ship committee. Kirs. Arai did not meet with the scholarship committee 
as I recall, she was on the committee but was not able to come. 

Mr. Folsom: Any other corrections? 

Mr. Shook did not receive a copy of the minutes. 

Mr. Folsom: If there are no other corrections or additions 
it will stand approved as written with the change su^^ested by Miss 
Amerman. 

Is there anything that you people would like to take up before 
we fro into the other part of our meeting0For the records, I would 
like to make this statement that this is a special meeting of the 
Relocation Planning Council because we have a very distinguished 
guest with us today. I f there are no other business, we will just 
turn the meeting ever to them as we know you are anxious to hear 
from them. Oar regular meeting is a week from Wednesday, is it not, 
Mr. Ishi i ° 

Mr. I sh i i : Two weeks from tomorrow. It will be in this hall 
two weeks from tomorrow at 1 :30 P. T . 

Mr. Folsom: Cur next meeting is two weeks from Wednesday, in 
this hell at 1 :30 p.m. Without any further preliminaries, I would 
like to present to you oair project director, whom you all know, Mr. 
Harry Stafford. 

Mr. Stafford: Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen: I some 
times feel like a stranger, with the new comers from the other 
center. We have so much poing on, I don't manage to pet around to all 
the meetings. I don't want to take too much time, but I want to tell 
you how I missed the boat on Sunday. I 've lived here ;-since September 
15. I had some telephone calls that did not reach me. One operator 
did not know how to reach the project director and said he lives in 
Eden. That nipht I came in to place some further calls , I made some 
direct calls and I placed the call for Mr. Myer at the hotel and the 
lady who took the call placed it and then turned to me and said, iTwho 
are you?" I think it is about time I was pettinp around and getting 
acquainted. 

Now, another thin^ I would like to tell you about, especially 
this committee. Net lon^ a^o, a newcomer took a position here and 
after beine- here about 2 weeks had occasion to write to 7Tashinpton. 
A copy c-f it came to my attention. One paragraph, I noted a comment, 
which read something li^e this: "This project is relocation-minded 
from top to bottom. "r I thought it was the sert of statement which 
reflects on the p-cod work that this council has been doing. Perhaps 
we are really reloc?tion-minded, Now, there's relocation"and there's 
vocation and I would like to mention one other thing which has amused 
me a l ittle . Not lonp a^o, I went to one of these meetings. While 
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we were waiting, Mr. Hara called me out and we were looking at victory 
gardens and he said, "Somehow, we must locate some 'gobo' seeds." We 
kept on talking and he asked me if I knew -«hat 'gobo' meant and I 
said let me think what it is in English. It is 'verta ' . Nov/, we did 
locate some 'gobo' seeds and I think we are going to get some more. I 
was telling our National Director about 'gobo' and he was absolutely 
certain that he had no knowledge of 'gobo'. Se we went thru all the 
preliminaries, discussing this new Japanese plant called 'gobo' and 
before we got through, he suggested that on his farm in Ohio he had 
enough to supply the whol c camp• 

Getting back to the subject, we might talk about relocation. 
There are a great many differences of opinions on relocation that 
arc obvious and just how applicable relocation is to certain oeople 
under certain circumstances. Now, as you well know, a great many 
niseis have relocated. They relocate more readily. It seems to'me, 
as it has been stated recently, we've pot lots of oroblems on how it 
would be best to organize for a relocation program" for our older peonle, 
relocation on a family basis. A great many of our people, we think," 
will be able to relocate when-we can better familiarize them with 
the circumstances and environment of the new prospective situation. 
You have already developed, I think, some very good means in your 
discussions, in your films and other types of information. As project 
director, people come to me in some fear through rumors that we were 
pushing folks out the gate, that we were forcing folks, that we were 
high-pressuring relocation by our attitudes and actions here. I think-
I might clear up anyone's mind concerning that policy on our part. We, 
I am sure, have no intention of shoving anyone out the pate. *Ve, and 
I personally believe, in the relocation program to the point that it 
is my firm conviction that although we are here, it is not a good place 
to stay and should plan to get cut as soon as satisfactory. The thing 
that some folks don't understand is that suppose you had an opportunity 
for relocation and very little means. Perhaps it* will take all of your 
funds to get out on the job and then something goes wrong. Now, we 
have had occasion several times already to bring people in who had 
somewhat gone aground, brought them here for hospitalization, surgery, 
for various other reasons, and in order for those people to face the 
rigorous conditions of relocation; when they do not have sufficient 
funds, to guarantee them arainst all things. We have not hesitated 
in announcing our intention, we have not hesitated in our practice to 
bring them back and take care of them. 

There has been a lot of confusion and lot of fear about accept-
ing indefinite leaves. We have had people, in fact, refuse indefinite 
leaves, the idea being that it wasn't safe to leave the camp on 
indefinite leave because they would not be reinducted. That is a 
very fundamental fear in both young and old. Now, it is not our 
intention to organize a re-induction hostel for people to come after 
going out on indefinite leave to come in and somewhat loaf around the 
place and waste time, bb we don't think that is very good for anyone. 
But in an emergency, if someone pets in difficulty, and within reach 
of this center, and something poes radically wrong, they may rest 
assured that the gate is wide open. Now those things are all matters 
of circumstance and the case would be analyzed and what I 'm talking 
about now are meritorious. 

Now, spreading around the project, is that some boys received 
rough treatment from my hands. The- boys were net bad at all but at 
that ape a little bit on the loose. The boys were out on jobs but 
if they throw the job down, pet drunk, raise cane, punch someone in 
the nose, and disturb the employer, they jeopardize the best interest 
of anyone working. They were not thinking of their obligation to the 
minority group, so I handled the group pretty rough so it pave me a 
bad reputation of being hard-boiled and inconsiderate. I find, in some 
of those cases, that these boys had something happen. In mcst cases 
one or the other of the parents had passed away. Some grew up on thé• 
streets of Portland or Seattle or other town. They pot "in bad habits, 
/ere indifferent toward school so I assumed the taking of these children 
to task and I am glad to say that we don't have very many of them. Of 
all the boys that have left , we orS proud of the accomplishments. The 
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best reports I can get now indicate that the reprimand given those 
boys and turning them out under proper instructions have been success-
ful. However, in the frame of mind they were when they went, left the 
rather false impression to the great many people in camp. I have 
had the experience of raising 3 boys and 1 girl and they are grown up 
and I te ve about the same feeling about these Japanese boys that I 
would have about my cwn boys and when I found that the parental in-
fluence was lacking on those cases, I didn't hesitate to take the boys 
over. And I think the boys found that they probably could have 
gotten off easier by their cwn parents. Now those boys, as I say, 
are not bad boys. It is only one cf these problems that we have ' 
confronting us in relocation. There is a thousand and one of such 
problems of a different nature. 

I feel so positive about relocation that I would be inclined 
to overdo and over-emphasize perhaps all parts of relocation. I think 
that a year or so here isn't P-oing to hurt anybody but I do believe 
tnat any prolonged length cf time that some of our younger people 
stay in here, I think that if it were long enough, it would be'their 
ruination so I may get very hard-boiled with some of the people some-
times but I think I am doing so in their best interests. 

We, first of all , have those people perhaps best organized 
people who may relocate readily. They a-re of the right age, quite 
adjustable, quite capable cf adjusting themselves in"any reasonable 
situations outside. They go out almost automatically. Then, it seems 
to me, we have various other good people who arc somewhat temperament-
al, for some reason, less inclined to adjust themselves all the way 
through, such dispositions to the point of view of almost being 
eccentrics. Now beyond that worry, we have all these other factors-
fears, various family problems, financial, social, etc. It seems to 
me that all of our people, like any other group of people, and nearly 
each and every individual is capable cf fitting in some place and as 
we look back over the last year our effort on relocation, starting 
out from scratch, with the program which will readily absorb the adjust 
able and adaptable type. We are gradually going thru a transition of 
approach to where we analyze the individual, his abilities , his train-
ing and his resourcefulness, and we endeavor to find that individual 
work for which he is fitted, so I want to say that we are on sure 
grounds because we're really going into the relocation program fÎom 
the standpoint of experience now. 

. . , Without any further discussion on my part, I would now like to 
introduce our friend in court, our friend, Mr. Dillon S. Myer. 

. ^ . M r ' 1 much obliged to Mr. Stafford for filling in the 
interim period. I am sorry I had to rush out but it was one of those 
long distance calls-nobody was killed but it had to have immediate 
action. So I appreciate that Mr. Stafford was in a position to f i l l 
in and I 'm not going to cut the time, we will move into the next'hour 
if we have to. 

I didn't come to make a speech, I came here to hear you make 
speeches to me in order that I may learn from you, who- arc residents 

t L l , n Î n T a n l t ï l W h a Î £ r o 1 ? l e m s are facing in relocation. I assume 
that nobody on the relocation council is not interested. I nlso 

T h r ^ v Î h ? L U T m U S t . b e a ? G ! ° l v i n g S O r t o f t h i n £ a s t h G members relocate 
Ihe next tim* I meet you I hope it will be on the outside and in some 
other community. I say, partly jokingly and partly serious, because 
you can go out and do the job. Very briefly, I would like to see 
the relocation program expanded. We've got a better community, in 

spite of the things that Mr. Stafford just explained, than a yeffr ago. 

In view of the fact, there are very few people in the u . S. 
acquainted with you folks in Minidoka, outside of the people in 
Washington, Oregon, and California. Generally speaking, people are 

Pennir ?n f ^ h f t creates two propositions for the WRA. 
reopie in thu U. S. don't know you people an* we had to get them 
acquainted with the Japanese-American colony so we can get understand-
ing. This has been accomplished pretty well. Now it is cur problem 
to convince you people that the people on the outside arc not hostile. 
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The large number cf evacuees who never lived anywhere but on 
the coast and going into strange part cf the ccuntry, we realize it 
is n c t ^ n easy task. However, I would expect a group cf people who 
were^pioneers once net to be worried about being pioneers arain or 
a third tijje. I den't think it is going to be too difficult to ret 
this thing done. T% arc, entering second phase of relocation. We 
have had a very successful year beginning about the early part cf 
this calendar year in relocation cf Nisei whe are old enough to go 
out cn their cwn and make a living, 50fo of that, relocation of the 
older pecple 1P-19 or older have pone cn seasonal or indefinte. Out 
of 15,000, 85% of them arc second generation Nisei . Most of them ret 
along very well. The toughest part is finding housing but housing 
now is apretty difficult problem for anyone because there hasn't been 
much building. To get this solved, we can do it from a distance. 

This subject is very close to my heart. There has been no 
difficulty with community acceptance. We had had much less diffi-
culties than we expected and some cf those have been to the good. 
For example, in Kansas City, on my way cut, there were 2 small in-
cidents that wore helpful to the relocation program. One was a 
group of pecple with a petition who appeared at the city council 
tc evict a couple from their apartment. People were checked and 
questioned but nobody took the responsibility for that petition. 
Nothing happened to the petition but it did make a lot cf friends. 

The n®xt Monday following that, the Superintendent cf Schools 
cf Kansas ^ity, Kansas, ruled that a 7 year old younrster couldn't go 
tc school. "hen I was going thru, it was hot in the papers. They h-d 
a picture cf the youngster. Father was a minister, mother was a 
citizen cf the U. S. Again, the newspapers were doing a magnificent 
job by using the case to shame the superintendent. The superintendent 
probably was sorry th-.t he did anything about th-t. 

There will be occasional cases like that but if properly 
handled bring, I would s-.y, good results because we get more under-
standing so I don't want to play down the fact that there -re some 
cases but they lead to better conditions than expected. 

Helping families to ret into the mood, to relocate ^nd where we 
could assist some of the older folks in reliving on the outside with 
their children is the next big problem. I would like to h-ve suggest-
ions; what you are doinr -bout it , what mistakes were made, wh-t 

we could do about i t— the national office, the project cr field relo-
cation officer. 

Before I sit down, I would like tc say this. The simplest thing 
for the VRA to do is to close the camps to relocation and just run i t . " 
i don't think that was what we were set up for and is not good for 
the evacuees or the ccuntry. I f we proved that folks don't w*nt to 
relocate then we will trve to find out about it and change cur policy. 
But nothing will please me mere than closing the last of the relc--ti 

Projects when the last gong goes off. I don't think we c»n do it 
If we get major part of the job-done, people here c-n,answer how to get 
rest of the job dene. We can't do the job, the WRA cannot do the job 
the evacuees have to do the jcb. They will h~ve to do it on the 
level of the center. The evacuee population will have to do most cf 
it , getting understanding, getting facts to people and retting them 
in the mood to move. I ' l l agree that this project h-.s done very well 
with over 2 ,000 people on indefinite leave and quite a large number cn 
seasonal. I hepe we can double the 2,000 next month instead cf next 
year. Thank you. 

1 n t . r p q ^ F 0 l ® 0 m : Th° 'n k Mr- Myer, I believe Mr. Myer would be 
interested in floor discussion and questions. 

, . 1 1 w R e V ; M ; i C h i d r- : "Jill ycu explain to us what kind, cf losses we 
will have to bear if we stay here too long? 

Mr. Myer: j don't know. I can say this: The WRA is not planning 
to fcrce anybody to leave the relocation center. If they don't want 
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to p-o new, I jsan't promise from year to y;;ar what the U. S. Congress 
is going to do. Appropriations are until next July. What happens 
after that, I cannot promise a year ahead. The U. S. Congress and 
the executive, who I report to, have a little more to say. However, 
I do net anticipate any difficulties in that line and I am hopeful 
and I ' d say the major loss would be the :.?act that people who do net 
relocate will go some place with less mo'iey than if you went outside, 
will be separated from normal situation sxpecially where children 
are involved. I think that the opportunities of getting the addi-
tional contact and•training, even if planning to go backnto Washington 
or Oregon, outside, is better than relocation l i fe . As proud as we 
are of the centers, we don't want to bra^ about relocation centers. 
Losses are in terms of losing time. 

Now one other point. I think it is going, to be a pretty 
difficult problem for a large number of evacuees to become adjusted 
after the war is over as there will be competition from people in the 
army. We never have quite returned to a normal situation after a 
big war. We are net going to have the same kind of Japanese-
American communities as we did before. That is , I hope we don't . 
That is going to leave the man who has been in the habit of supplying -
the people, who have dealt with the Japanese, will be split up. 
Trade between U. S. and Japan has been disrupted and nc one knows how 
long it will be disrupted. Maybe for quite sometime to come, other 
things hnve been disrupted. 

In the interim period, it is a matter of getting adjusted or 
go back to the eld haunts. As far as I am concerned, there is no 
policy that would reduce the scale of living of relocation centers if 
you want to live on that scale of living. It isn 't very good, we 
realize. However, it can be dene. Most of you folks look reasonably 
healthy. Because it is net security except for a very short period 
of time as I see i t . 

Dick Kanaya: In the course of your travel and ycur meeting^ 
with Congressmen and after such discussion with such p :ople, what is 
the possibility cf Japanese going back to the Pacific Ccast while 
the war is cn° 

Mr. Myer: I think that there isn 't a great deal of possibility. 
Especially for certain group ef people. Uniformed people can go back, 
th-° t is about all . I frankly hope that step by step that the situation 
will be changed as we go forward. You should net plan-en it . ^ven 
if there were the possibility, even if it were to open, it would be 
a mistake to open up all at once. There will be trouble, I think. 
I f we can get selective service re-instated for the American citizens 
cf Japanese ancestry, that is the next step toward removing discrim-
ination toward getting evacuated line broken a little b i t . That is , 
as ycu know, a War Department policy. I think that you know about as 
much cf the situation as I do. I think there is a possibility that 
as things move forward that there will be seme pressure to open up 
the area again. I think that as much as Idaho appreciated ycu helping 
with potatoes, they wouldn't appreciate your living here after the 
war. This is a problem for the Japanese. Politicians in Idaho, 
Wyoming, and the'other states that these relocation centers arc might 
take seme steps. That depends upon a number cf things and I den't want 
to predict but I would say this, that in making ycur own plans, I 
wouldn't bank on that. If you are gcir.gback, if ycu relocate now 
it will be eqsier for ycu to return. There istj£Oc<gjei%sticn in my mind 
that after the war, fever, some cf cur enemies will see that the§e is 
no question about returning. I think there will be no problem after 
the war. 

Mr. Tcribara: In view cf the segregation being °lmost completed 
how fast will leave clearances be issued so a man can be cleared, such 
as a war plant clearance0 

Mr. Myer: I can't speak for anybody but the WRA. I hope that 
before January 1 , that we have cleared everybody but these in Tule 
Lake. We're hoping to get the jcb dene. New, I 'm hoping that, and 
I think although I don't want to commit myself on this, the Eastern 
defense clearance will be cleared up as there has always been a 
Gentlemen's agreement for citizens whe have registered during registra-
tion. 
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ticn . We can prevail upon them to lift the ban. Yea sheuld relocate 
some place else and mcve on in. There has been no real proclamation 
against it . 

There is nc trouble making a living en the outside today. If 
ycu can't find what ycu like, start with one and lock forward to 
another. Lets of people are going into war plants. There is cnc 
thing ycu will have to remember. This war will close all cf sudden, 
it will net taper. The army operates that way on many things. They 
might take 6 months or one year but if they want to do something they 
do it pretty fast, 

Mr. I shi i : A short time ago, when Mr. Barber was here, at 
cur meeting, Reverend Terakawa and myself asked M m this question and 
we pet an unfavorable answer from him so I want to ask you the same. 
There is a number cf people in this center who want to relocate in 
groups, want tc cpen up farm someplace but in doing so they weuld like 
to get-some kind of help from WRA for things such as seeds. trucks, 
ctc. They wculd like to pet intc a contract with WRA fcr defending 
that money after a certain period.- Mr. Barber said WRA has nc funds 
fcr helping that kind cf people and tc ask some church pecple, church 
or seme ether organization. What do ycu think? 

Mr. Myer: There are twe problems involved there. I don't 
h~vc very much hope that pecple will be able tc relocate in any very 
sizeable grcup in farming except step by step. Meet cf the lands are-
pretty well colonized. in many places where pecple can lease l°nd or 
rent land on large scale, there is quite a let of land beinp leased 
for three or four families and they find opportunities for additional 
families as land cpen up. It will have tc be done step by step. 
However, I do think there are many communities in the ceuntry fcr 35 
tc 50 families to relocate. 

Mr. Barber is right. We arc not providing finance to the people 
The first reason is that the WRA is an agency that will gc rut of 
business as soon as the war is over. Any long plan will have tc be 
collected. W^ do net wrnt a mortgage cn anybody. We dc net want to 
be in a position to be running a mortgage institution-. Wc will do 
everything in cur power to work with you folks and ether governmental 
agencies in loaning mchcy. Financing will be available if ncrmal 
credit is good, such as with the FSA and ether possibilities. A 
better approach is this, a credit union, cr cooperative finance. Tule 
Lake had a fund fcr people tc go around and look around for work 
possibilities. About 50 families were involved and instead cf the 
$300 - $400 they expected to make, they mccte about §3 ,000. It wasn't 
hard tc raise that much money. Finance fcr people who want to look 
around. I think if there's a will , there's a way. 

Let me toll yeu ancther reason why we are not entering into 
financing of pecple. On the 23rd of September, Ray Richards, of the 
Hearst Papers, wrote a stery around an interview with Congressman 
Stockman, Oregon, that ^.11 eastern Oregon was being taken over by 
invasion. That all lands there w s being purchased or loosed by 
Japanese. And it ended up-with a shot at the administration. A few 
days after, that in Washington, Congressman Bud Gsarhardt, of California 
wired me. Unfortunately, Congressman Gearhardt was in Washington and 
i was in town. The wire read something like this: "Please supply 
^formation to me as to how much money has been utilized by the WRA fcr 

lomes, lands, business for people0 What governmental agencies are 
cooperating with the WRA for financing farms, homes or business0 Are 
any governmental agencies planninp to, and under what authority0" 
My answer was that the WRA was not utilizinp such funds or loans, no 
agencies cooperating, I did not know any povernmental agency providing 
such funds. If they were they must be passed by the U. S. Congress, 
and I sent them a general summary of our policy. That wire, my reply, 
vas not published. But I tell you that they are watching every move-
•ve make in order to try to ret in the way. In the financing program, 
in the relation of land or production, when-I said no agencies were 
!Ollabcrating, I didn't say we had promises, some assurance, we can 
?et some help. So I am sorry that I can't give you 'yes' on that. If 
70u think it through, ycu will probably agree with it . 

Mrs. Arai; I have heard that professional men, such as ministers, 
etc . , when relocating, found it quite a problem, particularly those 
who are aliens and formerly from Washington or Oregon. Thfese who have 
citizenship may not h a h a d so much difficulties in securing lice:nses. 
Has there been any problems in other states? 
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tion . We can prevail upon them to l i ft the ban. Ycu should relocate 
seme place else and mcve on in. There has been no real proclamation 
against it . 

Tftere is nc trouble making a living en the outside today. If 
ycu can't find what ycu like, start v/ith one and lock forward to 
another. Lots of people are going into war plants. There is cne 
thing ycu will have to remember. This war will close all of sudden, 
it will net taper. The ^rmy operates that way on many things. They 
might take 6 months or cne year but if they want to do something they 
dc it pretty fast, 

Mr. Ishii : A short time ago, when Mr. Barber was here, at 
cur meeting, Reverend Terakawa and myself asked M m this question and 
we got an unfavorable answer from him so I want to ask ycu the same. 
There is a number cf people in this center who want to relocate in 
grcups, want tc cpen up f*rm semeplr.ee but in doing so they would like 
to get some kind of help from WRA for things such as seeds, trucks, 
etc. They wculd like to get into a contract with WRA fcr defending 
that money after a certain period. Mr. Barber said WRA has nc funds 
fcr helping that kind cf people and tc ask some church pecole, church 
or seme ether organization. What do ycu think? 

Mr. Myer: There are two problems involved there. I don't 
have very much hope that people will be able tc relocate in any very 
sizeable grcup in farming except step by step. Most cf the lands are-
pretty well colonized. In m?.ny places where pecple can lease l^nd or 
rent land cn large scale, there is quite a let of land being leased 
for three er four families and they find oppcrtunitics fcr additional 
families as land cpen up. It will have tc be dene step by step. 
However, I do think there are many ccmmunities in country fer 35 
to 50 families tc relocate. 

Mr, Barber is right. We arc net providing finance to the peoole 
The first reason is that the WRA is an agency that will go rut ef 
business ap soon ae the war is over. Any long plan will have tc be 
collected. W^ dr net want a mortgage cn anybody. We dc net want tc 
be in a position to be running a mortgage institution, We will do 
everything in cur power tc werk v/ith ycu fclks and ether governmental 
agencies in loaning mc-fccy. Financing will be available if ncrmal 
credit is good* such as with the FSA and ether possibilities, A 
better approach is this, a credit union, cr cooperative finance. Tule 
Lake had a fund fcr pecple tc go arcund and leok around for work 
possibilities. About 50 families were involved and instead cf the 
$3Q0 - $400 they expected tc make, they made about §3 ,000. It wasn't 
hard tc raise that much money. Finance fcr pecple who want tc look 
arcund. I think if there's a will , there's a way. 

Let, me tell ycu another reason why we are act entering into 
financing cf people. On the 23rd of September, R.ay Richards, cf the 
Hearst Papers, wrote a stery arcund an interview with Congressman 
Stockman, Oregon, that all eastern Oregon was being taken ever by 
invasion. That all lands there w s being purchased cr leased by 
T': pane so, And it ended up- with shot at the administration. A few 
ays after that in Washington, Congressman Bud Gearhardt,. of California 

vired me. Unfortunately, Congressman Gearhardt was in Washington and 
i was in^ town. The wire read something like this: "Please supply 
nformation to me as to how much money has been utilized by the WRA fcr 

lomes, lands, business for people9 What governmental agencies are 
cooperating with the WRA for financing farms, homes or business9 Are 
any governmental agencies planning to, and under what authority0" 

answer was that the WRA was not utilizing such funds or loans, no 
agencies cooperating, I did not know any governmental agency providing 
such funds. If they were they must be passed by the U. S. Congress, 
and I sent them a general summary of our polioy* That wire, my reply, 
vas not published. But I tell you that they are watching every move-
ve make in order to try to ret in the way. In the financing program, 
in the relation of land or production, when-I said no agencies were 
collaborating, I didn't say we had promises, some assurance, we can 
ret some help. So I am sorry that I oan't give you 'yes* on that. If 
you think it through, ycu will probably agree with i t . 

Mrs, Aral; I have heard that professional men, such as ministers, 
etc . , when relocating, found it quite a problem, particularly those 
who are aliens and formerly from Washington or Oregon. Thbse who have 
citizenship may not hav^ had so much difficulties in securing lice; nses. 
Has there been any problems in other states? 
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Mr. Myer: We have run into a few problems of licenses but most 
of them have been cleared up. fortunately, people who have kept up 
licenses he ve found other states have reciprocal agreement honoring 
such license?. We have, so far as I know, not had many cases*. I 
can't off-hand tell you about alien problems. If you run into special 
problems, we will be glad to investigate and clarify i t . Relocation 
officers have helped clarify license problems. In most capes, in 
relation to doctors and ibthers, the people interested clarify that. 
We have had no serious problem. As far as doctors are concerned most 
of them have relocated somewhere. While we are pushing relocation I 
hope too many don't po right away. However, we are not r-oing to stand 
in the way. We want to put a stop on it but we are in the business of 
relocation. In some of the other professions, it mipht be a little 
more difficult. I don't think that where people ha-e kept up their 
licenses, there will be much trouble. We will try to help out with i t . 
It has bobbed up but not serious. 

Mr. Toribara: On the same trouble, I have just come back from 
a trip and I find that in my profession of architecture, I can't pet 
war board clearance even to do a contract work whether I worked at 
the plant or not. 

Mr. Myer: I expect that is true. It is not because of your 
license but because of the general situation in the provost marshall's 
ruling. On special cases of this type, I don't think we have any 
difficulty for that kind of thing. I f you didn't pet clearance, we 
will see what we can do. Ife it already in the mail* 

Mr. Sakoda: In regard to relocating older folks, I have ob-
served that the main difficulties now is the fear on the part of the 
old folks with dependents that they can't support them selves on the 
'cutside ' . 

Mr. Myer: I think that is probably right. 

Mr. Sakoda: There are two fears: One is economic. They fear 
they can't support themselves. If they stay here they can eat. The 
other fear is of a social nature. They are afraid that if they PO 
out they will be roinr out alcne. They are used to livinp in proups. 
If they po out alone, since they aren't used to apencies in normal 
community, they feel that to ro cut now with war going, it is very 
dangerous.but still never quite sure when incidents might arise. 
Since you mentioned you are not poinp to insist on it , not your policy 
to force them out. On the ether hand, most people have the" impression 
that cominp back is very hard. 

Mr. Myer: We're going to do everything in the world to make 
relocation stick. We are asking them to check at the relocation office 
for readjustment but if it isn 't feasible people can come back. We 
are going to discourage it because people ret homesick easily. I did 
when I first went away from home. 

Sakoda: If it seems difficult, old folks won't take the chance. 

Mr. Myer: You can assure them if because of a good reason , 
we ' ll arrange to let them come back to the center, or we will find 
-hem another j>lace. It will be better for them if the first were 
chosen. I remember distinctly when 1 went to college ojly 30 miles 
from home. The first week in college I wanted to go home and didn't 
<et over it for three or four months. I was only 30 miles from home 
and only took one hour to get home but still it was a long ways from 
home to me, so I know. Minidoka is home for the people and we under-
stand it . We have a lot of homesick boys and girls. Mr. Shirrell 
told me girls cried every night for three weeks but stuck it out. One 
girl in Washington went back to Heart Mountain and got homesick for 
Washington, D. C. 

There is some feeling of security in groups. I feel it is pood 
to be positive. People can go in small groups. I think we can work 
it out. If we can work cut temporary places for them to live, we can 
assure 10 to 15 families can live in a community. We have to'have~a 

few pioneers to start the ball rolling. You open the way up and join 
them later. When we do that we provide the basis for those coming' 
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community-acceptance, you start providing places where people can 
live. We have to work away from the tendencies of living together. I 
can understand why it is true. While I am on the subject, I want to 
go a little further. When I was in Denver, I visited a number of folks 
who had come out of the centers. I went to visit a hospital where 
Niseis were working. I talked with one of the boys who wqs working as 
a pay roll clerk. I asked him if the parents of those living there 
had relocated. He said: "Some". I asked him if his parents were there 
with him. He said his parents we're in Denver working for a doctor. 
Fairly good place, not an estate, but they wore given three rooms for 
their occupancy. He, his father and mother came to Denver a month 
before. They said they were happy. Father took care of the garden 
and car. Mother was working part-time in the house. The father was 
58 and mother 48. I asked him how much they were making, and he said 
}90.00 a month, room rent and certain other prerequisites. I asked 
if they were doing better than at Heart Mountain and he said »they are 
saving money and they are here where I can be with them.' The father 
was a farmer before. I tell you that for this reason, I have the 
opinion that there are a good many people who are getting older. Now 
families who have been in the farming business could look into a 
ousiness of that type. It is no disgrace to do that, ft also provides 
security. You also work with the best people in the community. Pro-
vides housing, and it provides a place if people want to go into 
business later. It is a starting point so I M i l be very frank with 
you. There are many older people who should try it on that basis. 
There isn 't going to be business opportunities of the same type as 
before immediately. As I said to somebody today or yesterday, silk 
merchants arc net silk merchants any more. They will be out of busi-
ness for some time to come. People should take such jobs for starting 
place and it will not be a disgrace. We recognize the fact that we 
have to work it out so there will be enough families for inter-
relationship . 

Sakoda: Could we assure them that if they felt very strongly 
that they may come back and be reinducted0 

Mr. Myer: Yes. Check with the relocation office. If it is 
for a good reason we are not going to prevent folks from coming back. 

Mr. Sakoda: If refused by the relocation officer 9 

Mr. Myer: In that case, they will have to present the case to 
me. It is something we have to work out together. We are not in the 
business of providing trips for people. They will have to understand 
tha t. 

Mr. Shook: This relocation council has been vitally interested 
in travel grants. Since we have just received a notice of change in 
travel grants, if we could have a little discussion on that. 

Mr. Myer: I would like to have you meet another man from the 
national office, Mr. Rex Lee, former relocation supervisor from Salt 
Lake City. He is Assistant Chief, Employment Division. 

Jr. ^ f 
I notice we have run overtime. I wonder if we mi^ht slip out. 

Mr. Lee helped work cut this policy and he is in a better position to 
discuss it . 

I am glad to have seen you all . You are doing a good job, keep 
on doing i t . 

Mr. Folsom: I wonder, Mr. Lee, if you won't mind saying a few 
words to the people as the grant situation has become a problem of the 
relocation council. 

Mr. Lee: Before I start on the grant situation, . ! would like 
to say that I am glad to be here. I have contacted lots of people frorp 
Minidoka. You have done a wonderful job in pushing relocation and 
that the response that has been received out in the field by our people 
everywhere is primarily due to the reputation of the evacuees that 
have" left this and other centers and have established very excellent 
records. I am happy to say that you have done what the relocation 
offices have done in the field. 
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On this grant procedure, there are several changes. I might 
say the basic features of the procedure are approximately as follows: 
The means test has been modified to allow each member of the family 
$100 before they start counting against the grant. In other words, 
if an individual has $100 cash, it is not counted and they are allowed 
the full grant. That will help especially some of you people who have 
been saving up your money and you can have a little cash on hand. 
Railroad fare is still provided and $3 a day subsistence while on the 
way. There has been some change on the allowance. When one arrives 
•fct his destination, ¿5 a day for 5 days is allowed. If there are mere 
members tten one, ^ach person going cut is allowed $5 a day for 5 days. 
The 5.100 limit has been taken off so some of you people with the larger 
family can receive a larger grant. That is for every member of tic 
family. If babe in arms or a 60 or 70 year old person, each will be 
allowed that $5 a day for 5 days. I can't think of any other change in 
the procedure. 

Question: In .regards to the railroad fare. I understand that 
Is for the coach. Is it possible for a family that is relocating to 
cake that coach money, pay the difference, and take the pullman as 
means of travel0 

Mr. Lec: I don't see why that can't be doro . I don't know the 
procedure you have been following. 

Mr. Shook: That has been done. 

Miss Candee: How about grants for going to school0 

Mr. L e : No change of policy ard I sec no change. The policy 
on that has not changed any. 

Mrs. Arai: If the family goes out first and the ether members 
go out later. Dees it make any difference? Dees the head of the 
family make the application or does each individual? 

Mr. Lee: It is for the project and the individual to work out. 
Full grant should not be given but as each individual ffoes cut. 

Mr. Shook: How would the resources of the family be computated" 
Say, a family of 5 wanted to go out but 3 wanted to go cut first and 
they had $500. 

Mr. Lee: In case the head of the family applied for the entire 
grant, that is if he applied for the three members, they would be the 
onl'y ones eligible, unless persons remaining could definitely establish 
that part cf the resources belong to the rest of the family, he 
could not get full grant. It is something that ycu will have to work 
out on the project as to who the money belongs to. 

Mr. Shook: You mentioned something about definitely establish-
ing that money belongs to some member of the family. How would you 
definitely establish such a thing0 

Mr. Lee: I w-ouldjsay the same way as you have been doing. There 
•as quite a 'bit cf discussion en that in Washington. Theft have not 
et perfected procedure on the grant and I cannot tell ycu specifically, 
assume that when ycu get your manual, your questions will be answered. 

Mr. Shook: This wire says that grants are to be made prior to 
ieparture. Has there been a change of policy cf sending this"subsis-
tence money0 

Mr. Lee: At the time I left, this was not being considered. I 
assume it is this: A person going to a city where there is a relocation 
officer will have his grant sent to the office while a person going to 
some area where there is no such cffice will have his grant paid in 
cash befcre leaving the project. 

Mr. Beeson: I wonder if there is a possibility of discontinuing 
this discussion on grants as we have had only a wire notifying us of 
the change. .1 think we will have these regulations by the" next time 
mo meet. I knew this grc-up is interested. I hepe that at the next 
meeting, we will be able to discuss it mere closely. 

Mr. Lee: I am sure that it will be cut aid I should like to say 
that the suggestions made by this group have been very helpful. 
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Mr. Watanabe: Have there been any changes on the handling cf 
freight by the 7/RA for families v/hc are relocating0 

» 
Mr, Lee: Nc change, as far as I know. 

Mr. Tcribara: I wonder if it would be pcssible to pet some 
kind cf procedure on just hew much interest WRA takes cn each respec-
tive relccatee. I brought up twe or three questiens I find are except-
ions. The WRA does net go into that phase of the problem such as 
where there is a misrepresentation cn the part cf jcb offers as to 
create difficulties, and housing is ancthcr factor which I think I 
wculd submit a recommendation new. Can't something be done to organize 
"cme kind cf housing where it would work in ccnjunction with War 
Imp owe r Commission. I have checked several areas and found 25 houses 

_mpty at that time. I inquired abcut them and were tcld they were 
classified as victory hemes and folks had tc have a written paper that 
he was in critical need of he using and yet they were empty. 

Mr. Lee: They are either holding these houses fcr special units 
that are gcing in. I haven't fcund any surplus housing of the type 
; cu speak. It must be a housing, unit. 

Mr. Tcribara: ft was a housing unit. 

Mr. Lee: I wculd like to ask ycu where this was° 

Mr. Toribara: In Spokane. They said these Victory houses were 
being made all over the country. These houses have been empty for 
rsrer a month. 

Mr. Lee: On this housing preposition, I can simply say this. 
Vie talked to housing people a great deal. .These houses that have 
been constructed for a particular defense work. They arc in the same 
category as ether individuals gcing into the town. I think that in 
most of the areas it is extremely difficult to find reserve housing. 
A person has tc be cn the spct bofcre he can obtain i t . In cne cf 
the cities, a housing committee reserved a house fcr evacuees that 
were ccming cut. The difficulty was simply this: There is an interim 
cf weeks cr months where rent had to be paid. Even if we have the 
mcney, many times the individual dcesn't like the he use so it is almcst 
necessary fcr a person to be cn the spct to get hcusing. The best 
thing to dc is to go tc a hestel and get tempcrary hcusing while look-
ing around fcr a hcuse for family needs. Many cf tte jcb effers from 
the larger cities are in that category. By the time ycu pet there, 
semebedy else has beaten ycu to the jcb cr you don't like the wcrk. 

Mr. Toribara: It isn't that factor, it is the factor of the 
agreed wage. When there is ah understanding of a wage of $ 140 and 
they give you ohly $120. 

Mr. Lee: If you ha ve a written offer of employment, i f the 
employer falls down on employment bring it to your relocation officer. 

Mr. Toribara: I'ere been told that WRA was not an employing 
agency add^it was no business of t.^eres . ( 1. ( 

Mr. Lee: *Who told you that0 

Mr. Toribara: It was told to me on this project. 

Mr. Lee: We have found there was misrepresentation. Your 
relocation officer in the field whould give every help. 

Mr. Folsom: Now we will have to adjourn but there will be 
another meeting to take place here. 

Mr. Beeson: I would like to reeuest that every person that is 
here who hasn't relocated two weeks from today to come back and dis-
cuss the minutes of this meeting and bring all your questions. We 
would like to have all of you back two weeks from tomorrow at this 
same place at 1 : 3 0 . . 

The meeting was adjourned 3 :30 P.M 
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! • Resettle .3 eat: He.* ction to Myer's speech 

Yesterday ¡¿yer spoke to the Relocation Guidance 

Council, making a fev. re mrks and then enawerinp- Questions. 

He stressed the fact that a© ¿eptanoe on the outside of 

relocating Japanese had been better than he had anticipated 

last year. He waj anxious to go into the second phase of 

the program, which weald attempt to relocate the older folks, 

He doesn't aeem to realise the intensity of the desire of 

imiy peoole to stay in the center for the duration. 

After the ¿eeting -¿r. Ishii was heard making a remark 

concerning the answer that ,iyer had given to M s question 

of the possibility of financial aid for those reloc ting 

in groups to farms* r.lyer said that we could raise our 

o m funds, but we hrven't any credit now. It se as to le 

that the only thing that the Xssei can do is to sta^r in 

here. " 

Another man, a young Issei with a young c h a d in his 

arm asked s 

r'I was listening to the sac-5' oh and came in a l it le 

late, but Myer didn't say that people were going to be forced 

to relocate, did he? X didn't think that he did . ..ith i 

dependents, I can't go out and take a charoe of going out. 

I hear from people in Chicago and they say that you can 't 

get along on ¿150 . Even i f you get f170 you can only break 

even. Couples without children may be febl© get along and 

even save some noney, but not people with dependents. I ' d 

be bet er off i f I stayed in here till the war was over 

arid then returned to the Coast. Of course, i f they allowed 
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1* Resettlement! Reaction to ¿Iyer's speech (cont'd) 
me "•co return fcTbeat l e , It would be different«* 

Mr. Takeda and Pick Kanaya were more interested in 

the political Implic tions of the r-set lement program. 

It meant to them that the administration wan ftolng to 

try to use indirect means of forcing people out of the 

centerÇJÎ such as aaking work SCÎ roe and making living 

conditions within the center worse than it was at present 

Dick had been on the /^organization co a lit tee for self-

rovern lent, out the people had failed to approve self-

govern lent f spying thàt they had no trouble until now, 

why create something which i s bound to be the source of 

friction. One important factor in the failure of the 

self-govi rnment set-up was the opposition of the block 

managers to se If-gov er nraent because it would upset their 

status in the con:amity. Tie mre influential the block 

n&ager the greater was the negative vote. He thought 

that the people in Minidoka were too individualistic. 

Both he and ilr. Take da agreed that the important thing 

now was for the people to organise in order to fi ht any 

attempt on the part of the rdministration to deprive them 

of privileges in order to force them out of the center 

Unies they did so, they were due to meet reduction in 

privileges and even forced relocation as individuals, 

without being able to do much about i t . 
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1 . 'rule 

;iVrom Harry Mayefca» Father Dal , Hamatani, 

<nbo we get what seems to be a fairly accurate Picture 

of condition in TaleLake. The composite picture presented 

by these individuals in key positions le *?robfcbly a 

aore complete one than the ordinary resident in Tale Lake 

could give ai l by himself, -tarry tayeda was assistant super-

visor of Co taonlty etivities , end toot part in some of t e 

political suesf such as the coal strike. T*ther Dei was 

wcrklnn ^ Ith the Co v. unity na lysis Section as veil as a 

minister. Kay Hamatani held an important oosltion in In-

ter t.a.l Security. lr. Kuto was ifrural t-nr.gv.r of the Co-op. 

Gcnsrrl. In general condition in I'ule Lake following 

the exodus of half of tbe ^uleeris to other centers and in-

flux of former rcciferte from other cent err has become vorse 

ana worse. The state of e.f airs there yts aeecribed by 

Harry Tayeda as "the edge of darknesst
w *»nd Pictured it as 

u pli ce that Tuleans shouldn't U 0 - think of goinr took 

to because It was no longer the Tale Lake that they used to 

know before, ifry Hamateni Warner] that the people who were 

in -Tale/ were not necessarily disloyal, but were there 

with good reasons and because of ciroumstances. This was 

the poin- of view t&Jcen by Dr. Jaooby, he said. However, 

there were a large number of bachelors and ribein in tre 

Incoming • roup. The grouo that seemed to make the greatest 

difference were the Hawaiian Kibe i s . -.'hen thr war broke 

out they hail been kicked up in a wail rnd sent to United 

States without knor/inf the charges inat t'-'.em. ¿hey were 

subsequently pl-oed In several of the centers, including 
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1 . lule Lake (cont'd) 

Jerome and Sopaa. Shey were the ones that see led to 

cuuse «aosi of the trouble, not only petty ones, such 

as ento-ing a v/o aan1 s J trine, out also perpetrating 

strikes, such as the ftnn strike. J he state of aind of 

so ic o ? these dissatisfied elements was/!/ äescribed well 

by Father D' i es that of frustration. Those who left 

Tale L^ :e were those who felt able to firht Siscriain tion 

and adverse living condition here in the United Elftes . 

Those who had chosen to go to Tale Lake were those who bed 

^iven up the fight as hopeless, who were likely to twist 

social conditions as be in? against the;a, who were pessiais-

tic , who felt a frustration. Harry .'ayedo thought that 

the center would eventually set le down, but before it could 

It would h vi: to have one 700 d" blowup"—to take out the puss 

that was foraing. 

of Discontent There were soae reasons for dis-

content tuaonp the gai eral »opulace. The housing situation, 

for instance, was a source of friction. The inoomin{ r oups 

were ilrerdy as..ir;ned houses when they o; ae in , Mid conse-

quently could not live with friends as they wished. ¿any 

people had to/ live in reore* tion halls , esoeoir.ll;? oaohe-

lors. -d jast-asEts were pro liced ft er segregation was over, 

but the ->os"dbllity of "lakinf* odjustaents then are not too 

oroat. Food, to ) , has not 1n rove d, although tuna s^shlmi 

(raw fish) appeared on the table just once. Schools have 

not begun and recreation has not been well organized is yet. 

But the sort of lrxit.e/itt: thc.t ve t; izen piece point 

to a dec-¿¿seated dissatisfaction. The incidents also have 
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1 . Sale Lake (cont 'd) 

been colored br a iro-Japan ser.timent. hon^inr: denart-

:ient vindow was broken, •,bl:-r because of din ptisfaotion 

with the reluctance of the department to T .&e djastments« 

The co-op magaaine ctrnd wind.rr was broken, °nd copies of 

'?ciflo Citizen. ftiiitlVtil reportedly torn up. The other 

reason riven for the window beirr* b oken is the charging» 

of a fee for cashing checks. An appeal rss aade through 

bloc.-r: re iresentativee not to destroy co-op property because 

they belonged to the people, and Hhere has been no violence 

since. Aeoorflier to 'r* p.bo, the CO-OP has been able to 

H i n t a in s fairly food stock of s?oods or rnfl the peo-

ple from other centers r re satisfied with the co-op because 

of the full stock and the relatively lot r ice . \ocording 

to Larry layeda a I'lbei entered a w e a n ' s latrire in M o c k 

14 ( f ) « i hen he was tcld that he way in the woman's latrine, 

his enewer was that it didn't ' m j difference b e e u s e this 

was Japan. He also tells another story where a fellow 

attacked a girl in broad daylight. '-ler scream Immediately 

or on ht out her aether. not her f H o w c le along* and apolo-

gised for the attacker, sayijv--- 'that he was his brother*and 

didn't know anything. Hie was allowed to go free, and later 

the two boy/'B were seen lau^hinf over the incident. The 

J , 8 . flap is no longer uut up . rope to the f l a g p o l e 

was cut , and no one is willing to take the responsibility 

of patting the flag up. 

The O .A . departme .t v/as advised not to put on dances, 

but one was >at on just as an experiment. A fello?; triad 

to crash the dPnce, b&t he was not allowed to get in . He 
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cane back later with a group araed with clubs. They went 

in and told everyone to quit dancing» -hi3 was not the 

time to be darcing when there was a i.ar goinf; on in Japan, 

basketball were on : nized and were not oolented with, 

but the P .A . >mn was rdvised to quit playing American }tzz 

and put on some Japanese music, or hie o/Bte i vottld be 

slashed» The change wee nade. -eoole - re consequently 

afraid of -oinr out at night, and by t.SQ there r e v;.ry 

few people walking around. This is especial!,. true of 

young girls . According to .'tether Dai, th,/.iu;iber of Chris-

tians left in the center was s-Tiall, ; d there ./as only one 

Christian -sinister there—Rev. iJc hiraoto from linidoka. 

On Sundays only two services, on< for I iseis and one for 

Aiiseis, were Held in the church o" ice in 3001-3, which 

held £>0 or 60 persons. The Buddhists, on t ie other hutd, 

had more priests in the center than they had for; ierl;/ • 

Several of them were le idera of youn^ people who were 

among the more troublesome members of vi?e project. 

i'ar&en trouble ¿>o$e of the changes in the center is 

well illustrated b~ the series of incidents that h»ve 

occurred. Kay relrtes the trouble the wardens had with 

the/ recalcitrant group and also with the Army. The warden, 

un'-'.raeatv;ere afraid of the tough Kibei group, whlefe ; 

reputed to be arned with knives. On the other hand, the 

wardens did not want to turn natters into the ha/ifia of the 

Army» since it that would leave no Ijaw&y for adjustreats» 

The wardens patrolled the re^istr. tion area around the high 

school nuditorAAm. 'Several t:l -ics, io' ever, they were ui.aole 
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1 . Tale Lake (cont 'd) 

to hoia brck the crowd which oa ie to welcome their 

ii.oo tine f i e l ds . ever' 1 ti^es the 3 4 hr-entened 

to step in to Etimighten matters out, hat each time 

Dr. Jaooby was able to ret : in encash control of tl.-.e situa-

tion to keep the control fro.i f a l l in? into the hands of 

the ^ iy. 0nc6 when the Taj or in charge was in the pro-

ject a si nil incident, and the Wijor told Dr. Jacoby 

that i f he couldn't control the situation he would let 

the Array like oharge and see to it thst or'ler w^s maintained. 

Kay said that the ::. ? . ' 3 were itching to take the control 

of the centers into their own hands, and even went to the 

extent of coming into the orcject where they were cot sup-

posed to without a r-ass, to cause trouble* Once the control 

of the center fell to the ,Arny he was £fr&id thrt no one 

would be given much consideration, for/ instance, bout 

leaving the center. 

Coal crew strike The cosl cr^w strike w o l e d by 

Harry :.ia:;eda and he gave his version of i t . The strike was 

started when the Caucasian in charge began to Insist on 

cijht hours of work acuordinn to regal< tions. The strikers 

formed a co ar.it!ee :£ their own, but into t h s croup o* ne 

what c?.a best be termed "agitators" who hod no Interest in 

the coal crew, but were desirous of usinf the situation to 

fonent trouble, They insisted on heard fie lands, sue i as 

four hours of work. Harry talked to Best privately and found 

him reasonable. They ¿10dc an appointment, and 3est said that 

he would see Oi.e or two delegates, but not a nob. Two er-

sons were chosen fro 1 the coal crew to represent the -roup 

at the negotiation me tings . This infuriated the outsiders. 
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1 , fIule Lake (cont'd) 

v/Lo were left out of the negotiation©. They de nanded of 

% r y whether he was a Japanese or not or whether he was 

working for W e administration. Harry held the line by 

tskiii.. theu whether they didn't trust the ooal crew workers 

to he iAle their own problem b themselves. They insisted 

that It wax the oroble i of ti e whole project and f,f4 

the coal crew alone, but the;' f inally backed down. The 

negotiation ice tin • was Id in "ect 's and aji 

saticfretort araang .-nert nade, '".'he crew won 16 work V hours, 

clothes, gloves, and shoes, 
would -^et an extra etc I roup of outsiders storied 

*e jt1 o off ice , but the:, were not • 11 owed into th/aeeting. 

The matter wau settled to the satisfaction of ooth aides, 

and ooal again be "/'in to roll if to the project, 

ra Irtyilx iike f• > strike followed a sir liar >* itern , 

but unfortuiicvfccly was not settled. The <rreeimitating cause 

Mtu an ccident, tl<e result of a) ieh several were critically 

injured and ore gait dftud, rwo trucks were rein? tut to the 

far01 vJitl- workers, raid one- tried to overtake the other, in 

so doing It slip :ed off the road and turned over. An indig-

hi - it ors. was -raised by the lore vocal that the administration 

iiad allowed a carelesa driver to injure many workers and k i l l 

one. The farm co.n-.JUtee 1.mediately began to make a study 
accident 

of hie possibility of ¿/efetin -/on aa ens at ion for the erson 

v;ho h: a -died. the agitators Joined the com ittee , 

overal individuals heir.- «?a -e ones who had arti-

ci ated In 'he doal crew atriJte, a ad to make exceenive 

demands. £l:.ey raised a or.; that the ..aa had killed a per-

go , nu ¡ i l l -.a- not do in. • anything ?*bont i t . A project 
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funeral m.s planned to co a leraorct e the occasion and pro-

bably crystal 11 se ubilc opinion a i n s t the adninistra-

tlon. The administration refused to allow the use of the 

hipih school auditorium or the outdoor stage, ¿.rid conse-

quently the sumo ring was used for the arpóse. The O . A . 

P . 4 . man was threatened, and the use o t h e P . A . system 

obtained for the ccaslon» iroh ra ¡ally was assessed five 

cents- each to provide furds for the funeral, A&king a 

display of fresh flowers jotr ible . .<'Icotricity was cut 

off b the administration, however, ¿nd the use of the 

? . A • system was n (Svp/ Iapossible« The seen« was 

tense with anti-adainistration feelin . John D. Oook had 

been instructed to go -m\ take ictares cf the funeral. 

He was caught by Hawaiian H a e i s v.ho vatrolied both sides 

of the firebreak, his f i l l exposed, his casera thrown on 

the p-round, he hinsclf thrown up in the iir several times 

and then released, "jest*o only «orient, it is said, was 

that be waa sorry the incident had ta I: on pi ice» Cole and 

others in the Internal Security office were- watching with 

binoculars, but did not take any steps to do anything about 

t h ^ a t t e r . Opler, who war; on the scene* vas told by a 

friend to leave because t' cy ere after him, and he le ft . 

Ore 7a-arose fellow who war. a Ihin v ith luyoke vas thrown 

to the ground for reikinf with a kcto. 

In the meantime the far a crop we: t unpicked, a croa 

that w?/-jorth several hundred thousand dollars. The farm 

ooaaittee was prevented fro.a sending a negotiation committee 

to the administration building. Best ./as pu^zlsd because 

he did not know what to do. .Iyer^ called up to ^ind out 
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why the crop was not hcra harv sted m a when it was going 

to start af.ain. lest could not say when. Iyer threatened 

to turn the farm >ver th the hr iy. Best tried to hold his 

ground by sayin< that he would har die the matter himself, 

and turn the far i over to the "r ly hi rase I f i f it were neoes 

sary. 3£yer g ve him several days in which to straighten 

mat" ers/ oat. Be :fc aoken for a negotiation committee to 

iron latters out. A committee cUc? ao->ear, but it brought 

an ultimatai of over SO vads , all of which they wanted 

sat is f ied . , i f the:; were to go out to wnrlr -^ain. Best 

jsaiC t.h? t negotiations could not be done on such a basis 

rad reluctantly turned tt^'far i over to the Iriay. All of 

the 800 frra workers were terminated, while the army began 

te h~r?eat the oro ; . *ro vegetable ao eared on the table of 

the iesrhelis, / /J , 

The stri a showed the i •ter-atio/" of -ueverr* 1 faoti ns . 

-here %es the workers vvho were anxious to get bnok to work 

on decent terms. They wanted the work bedly bece-use it 

meant 'lo c month er-:d olothirr • lie-•ace for dependents 

to them. Ihcre were possible leaders, aho acre desirous 

of settling the i e ie fairly ar;2 to set to it that the 

evacuees: were not che. ted out by the d sinistra-4 ion. i'here 

-.era, on the other her a, a l iotors , who wanted to control 

th- '3it-.. M o « to cease trouble. ..he administration, for 

It own cake, v.arted to scire the problem apre ably, because 

it fei red rmy coi trol . The control of the ceaip by the 

letter weald mean loss of control for'themselves and also 

worse trcrt lent for the evaotnees. She ce- 1 strike was 

M 
setMed in far or -f the id sinistra tie. ar;3 the evacuees. 

V 

The farm strike was not settled, making another step 
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1« I'ule Lalte (oonti'd) 

toward ar-ny control . 

Administration The fxC nin' atration is confused with 

the new situation and doe an *t seem to know quite whet to 

do . Those who had insig ht Into the b! tu .tion and e 

asycholoy o f the evacuees have been either ousted fro a 
hi ve 

influertlal ^ositl -n; in ti • a-;-a in list ration o r / l e f t , le; vingr 

behind raore res.Vlonrry fr>ijf/ idivi• u.mIs who find diffi-

culty in comprehending the nature of the sitae t ion . Carter, 

who was promised an Influential so si ion u., rsefet as a 

public relation nan hanälliw evainer ^rohle is, was f inally 

relegated to the position of supervisor uo a ¿unity Acti-

vit ies , a position held by "tarry Lveda , .¿ince he was 

the. for.ner Counselor tv.A assistant to ie the head 

of O o B i m i 4 . : I ' h W f H M I e - vie<3 .i/l vision, thU. latest 

appointment has been a blow to his oriel e . It i s not sur-

^rieinr , therefore, that fc.e is sc) • led to :.eiv,e the 

orojeet on November 8 . Jaeoby has l e f t , too. Ooons has 

l e f t , and the reason for doinr so U that he doea not want 

to work una er ':?ricÄMan. "'"ll.erson is thin ;ir. 5 of Leaving, 

possibly to £0 into farming. 

Accordinr to aar liest is oonfutfed a.,<3 jit try . 

He does/ no * seem to know ho: he ¿hoalf handle ti e situa-

tion . "ven for a person who/ -3 . ;ootf Insight into the 

situation , it ^crl*. be at Ticult: to handle . • ther Dal , 

for i- st-.nee, thcurht that the ;>eoale were ?va tr* ted 

ar-i th*t there was a nerd to point thi out to them* However, 

he doubted whether 'the ftcUinisl rat 101. was capable of doing 

th is . iiumer hrs not changed, accordin. \o t r r j , de 
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1 . Tale La he (oont'd) 

is Best 's ri vhthmcl nan, but riso does no*:/ se e n to know 

how to ha?: a le the situation. Eahn is stili in Tuie Lake, 

hcc'dìns- the/ Isoal li vision, Ittyeke is nov headin, the 

Housiiif rivision, < uri lisa 'Jogr.rad haf> taken over the 

leave seotion. John D. Oook handed in hls resign^tion f 

and is leavina the project soon. 


